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Low-temperature waste heat recovery is an important component of generating a 
more efficient, cost-effective and environmentally-friendly energy source. To meet this 
goal, thermo-electrochemical cells (TECs) are electrochemical devices that produce a 
steady electric current under an applied temperature difference between their electrodes. 
TECs have zero gas emissions, can be flexible and  can be relatively inexpensive. 
However, current TECs have low conversion efficiencies.  On this project, I developed a 
comprehensive multiscale model that couples the governing equations in TECs (mass and 
heat transfer, electro-kinetics and fluid dynamics). The model was used to understand the 
fundamental principles and limitations in TECs, and to find the optimum cell thickness, 
aspect ratio and number of cells in a series stack. Doped multiwall carbon nanotubes 
(MWCNTs) were then explored as alternative electrodes for TECs. The results show that 
nitrogen and boron doping of MWCNT buckypaper, through plasma-enhanced chemical 
vapor deposition, increases the electrochemically active surface area of the electrodes. 
However, electrostatic interactions with potassium ions (in potassium ferri/ferrocyanide 
electrolytes) reduce the charge transfer kinetics of doped electrodes, resulting in lower 
power of TECs. 
One of the main objectives of this dissertation is to study multiwall carbon 
nanotube/ionic liquid (MWCNT/IL) mixtures as alternative electrolytes for TECs. 
Previous authors showed that the addition of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) to a solvent-free 
IL electrolyte improves the efficiency of dye solar cells by 300%. My research plan 
involved a spectroscopy analysis of imidazolium-based ionic liquids (IILs) mixed with 
MWCNTs using impedance spectroscopy and nuclear magnetic resonance. The results 
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show a percolation threshold below 1 wt% of MWCNTs due to their high dispersibility in 
IILs. The addition of MWCNTs increases the diffusion coefficient of the anions up to 
35%, which is likely due to weak van der Waals interactions between the MWCNT walls 
and the cations. The MWCNTs also appear to polarize their interface with IILs, yielding 
a 3- to 5-fold increase in electrical conductivity of the mixture at MWCNT 
concentrations that are under the threshold for percolation. The results show that the 
combination of these effects (interfacial polarization and ion pair dissociation) reduces 
mass transfer resistances and enhances the power of TECs at low wt% of MWCNTs.  





CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Motivation: waste heat recovery 
In 2008, the US Department of Energy (DOE) reported that 50 to 66% of the 
energy used by industry is wasted as heat (Fig. 1.1A).  This represents a loss of  almost 2 
quadrillion BTU/year [1]. DOE estimated that this energy loss is equivalent to $6 million 
per year. Harvesting high- and low-temperature waste heat could reduce gas emissions 
and improve the energy efficiency of industrial plants, vehicles and residential buildings. 
The technologies to recover high-temperature waste heat (above 600C), such as 
combustion air and boiler feed water preheating, can be cost effective. While the limits 
imposed by the second law of thermodynamics (Carnot efficiency: (THot -TCold)/THot) 
make it difficult to achieve the cost effectiveness of high-temperature waste heat recovery 
processes, the large amounts of low-temperature waste heat (< 230C) (Fig. 1.1B [1]) 
justify efforts to recover it. The most efficient technology for recovering low-temperature 
waste heat as electricity is the organic Rankine cycle (ORC), which operates between 
25C and 150-400C with an overall efficiency of 10-20% [2].  
The ORC can be used to harvest waste heat from gas turbines, furnaces and boiler 
exhausts; but the process requires heat transfer from the waste source to the boiler of the 
ORC. An efficient ORC fluid should have a low boiling point, good chemical stability at 
the source temperature, environmental suitability and high latent heat of vaporization. 
Thus, the efficiency of an ORC is maximized to a particular working fluid, depending on 
the source temperature and the thermodynamic properties of the fluid. Despite these 
technical barriers, the ORC can be cost-effective with prices from 3.5 to 1.5 dollars per 
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watt, especially when compared to thermoelectric generation devices that are priced 
above $20/W [3]. Other technologies for waste heat recovery are solid-state 
thermoelectrics and thermo-electrochemical cells (TECs). Solid-state thermoelectrics are 
based on n-type and p-type semiconductors, e.g. Bi2Te3 and PbTe, which create a voltage 
under a thermal gradient, as a result of the Seebeck effect. Although nanostructuring and 
alloying can increase the efficiency of thermoelectrics by as much as 20% [3], these 
techniques can often increase cost. Despite their high costs, thermoelectrics are attractive 
because they can be compact and lightweight and thus suitable for small scale or mobile 
applications, e.g., vehicle or space heat recovery. Thermoelectric devices have the 
additional advantages of zero gas emissions, high reliability and no moving parts, which 
reduces the need for maintenance.     
TECs are based on redox electrolytes, which are typically aqueous solutions.  The 
electrolyte produces a voltage that depends on the reaction entropy of the redox couple 
and the temperature difference between the electrodes. TECs can have an extra advantage 
over conventional solid-state semiconductor thermoelectrics. For example, if the 
electrodes are made of flexible material, such as buckypaper or electrically conductive 
polymer, the cell can be molded to any waste heat source geometry. This versatility 
eliminates the need for extra equipment to transfer the waste heat, when compared to 
ORC or conventional semiconductor thermoelectrics. TECs can also be inexpensive, 
depending mainly on the cost of the buckypaper or the conductive polymer electrode 
used. These cells, however, are limited by their low conversion efficiency, at least one 
order of magnitude lower than conventional semiconductor thermoelectrics. In TECs, 
charges are transported by ions, instead of electrons, which are used in solid-state 
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thermoelectrics. The slower mobility of ions compared to electrons limits the electrical 
conductivity of TECs, thus their efficiency. This thesis fundamentally investigates the 
potential increase in efficiency of TECs that can be achieved by enhancing the ionic 
diffusion and conductivity of the electrolyte, and by optimizing the cell dimensions. 
 
Fig. 1.1 A) Energy produced and wasted as heat. B) Breakdown of the waste heat energy 
by temperature of the source. Work potential is the heat energy that could be recovered 
based on the Carnot efficiency [1]. 
 
1.2 Review of thermo-electrochemical cells 
TECs are electrochemical devices that produce a steady electric current under an 
applied temperature difference between the electrodes. The electrode at higher 
temperature (hot) is designated as the anode, and the cold electrode as the cathode. The 
cell, filled with a redox electrolyte in an aqueous, or non-aqueous solution or a solid state 
membrane, creates a voltage proportional to the redox reaction entropy of the electrolyte. 
When the cell is connected to a load, current flows through the load in an attempt to reach 
electrochemical equilibrium. The continuity of electronic current is maintained by a flux 




they are generated at the cathode. The concentration gradient built up drives a diffusion 
flux that returns the reduced species to the anode and the oxidized species to the cathode. 
The transport of ions is also driven by a combination of convection, migration and 
thermal diffusion. A steady-state current is maintained as long as the temperature 
difference persists. Fig 1.2 highlights the main aspects of TECs. 
Ideally, the electrolyte used in TECs should have high ionic conductivity and fast 
kinetics at the electrodes to maximize the current density. It should have a high redox 
reaction entropy and low thermal conductivity to increase the conversion efficiency. The 
electrolyte should be chemically and thermally stable, and it should not corrode the 
electrodes and packaging materials, in order to ensure a long lifetime of operation. 
  
Fig. 1.2 3-D (A) and 2-D (B) schematic representation of thermocells (enclosed cell) with 
electrodes placed vertically.  Cell voltage, Vcell, is a function of the redox reaction 
entropy, temperature difference at the electrodes and current. Electric current, I, depends 
on kinetic and mass transfer parameters as well as cell dimensions. 
 
The conversion efficiency of thermocells is evaluated by  
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 . The input heat 
can be represented by the temperature difference (ΔT) and an effective heat transfer 
coefficient, he, which depends on the electrolyte thermal conductivity, cell thickness and, 
in some cases, natural or forced convection. Since the electric current depends on the cell 
voltage (based on the Butler-Volmer model), the maximum power is found by optimizing 
the current and voltage of the cell. The electric current also depends on the effective 
surface area of the electrode, the effective diffusivity of the ions, the electro-kinetic rate 
constant, cell thickness and the effect of natural or forced convection (if there is any).  
Hupp et al. reported values of standard redox reaction entropy for aqueous and 
non-aqueous electrolytes [4]. In this survey, aqueous potassium ferri/ferrocyanide 
solutions were demonstrated to have one of the highest redox reaction entropies, e.g. -180 
J/mol-K, leading to a 1.4 mV/K thermal-to-voltage conversion.  Thus, conventional TECs 
are based on this redox couple. The electrode materials are usually materials with high 
catalytic activity such as platinum, in order to ensure fast reactions at the electrodes [5,6]. 
The electrodes are also conventionally symmetric, i.e., the same material is used for the 
anode and cathode, because the reaction entropy depends on the redox couple and not on 
the nature of the electrode material. 
Regarding theoretical studies, Sokirko developed an analytical solution for the 1-
D diffusion-migration transport and 2-D diffusion-convection transport in a numerical 
study of TECs [7]. Ikeshoji et al. presented a 2-D numerical simulation of power, current 
and heat flux density considering diffusion, migration and natural convection in a 
potassium ferri/ferrocyanide electrolyte [8,9]. These reports showed that natural 
convection has a strong effect in the conversion efficiency of TECs, because, in low 
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viscosity solutions, mass boundary layers are thinner than thermal boundary layers 
[10,8,9,7]. The effects of natural convection were also demonstrated through the effect of 
cell orientation on power density. For example, when horizontal electrodes (parallel to 
gravity) or cold above hot vertical electrodes were used, the power density was higher 
than in TECs with hot-above-cold vertical electrodes. 
 In early experimental studies, TECs with aqueous ferri/ferrocyanide solutions 
and platinum electrodes showed conversion efficiencies of less than 0.1% and electric 
powers up to 2 W/m
2
 [11,12,10,13]. However, the low efficiencies and required use of 
platinum electrodes to achieve kinetic reversibility diminished further research efforts on 
TECs. But in 2001, Nugent et al. showed fast kinetics using potassium ferri/ferrocyanide 
on MWCNT electrodes [6].  Motivated by these results, Hu et al. [14] showed that 
MWCNT electrodes could be used in TECs to increase energy conversion efficiency and 
potentially to reduce their cost, as the cost of MWCNTs continues to decrease. The high 
catalytic activity of CNTs toward oxidation and reduction reactions has found application 
in other electrochemical devices (e.g., batteries, sensing and fuel cells) [15,14,16-19]. 
Another attractive characteristic of CNTs is their relative ease of functionalizing or 
doping to potentially alter their properties [20]. For example, nitrogen doped CNTs have 
been shown to have a greater electrocatalytic activity than pristine CNTs toward oxygen 
reduction reactions [21].  
It is also possible to improve the conversion efficiency of TECs by enhancing the 
internal accessible surface area of the CNT electrodes and/or by using electrolytes with 
small molecular volume (e.g., lithium salts), while keeping the same cross-sectional area 
to the heat source.  TECs based on lithium-intercalated electrodes and lithium salts have 
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been demonstrated to have values of thermal-to-voltage and energy efficiency conversion 
that are similar to those of potassium ferri/ferrocyanide with Pt electrodes [22].  
As alternative electrolytes, ILs are promising because of their good chemical and 
thermal stability, low thermal conductivity, and ability to act as a solvent and source of 
redox couple (solvent-free electrolyte) [23]. Recent reports have demonstrated the use of 
ILs as solvents for TEC electrolytes, allowing waste heat recovery from higher 
temperature sources (150 – 200 C) than can be obtained with aqueous electrolytes [24-
27]. For example, Pringle et al. used a novel cobalt-based redox couple diluted in an IIL 
as an alternative electrolyte for TECs [26,27]. This redox couple shows a fast kinetics on 
platinum electrodes, as well as in less expensive electrodes (MWCNTs and poly(3,4-
ethylenedioxythiophene)) [26,28]. In addition, the unsymmetrical and complex structure 
of ILs could potentially yield high reaction entropies [4]. Previous authors have reported 
unexpectedly high temperature-to-voltage conversion up to 7 mV/K in non-aqueous 
electrolytes [29].  However, ILs usually have a viscosity 25 times or greater than that of 
water [30], which decreases the ionic diffusion in these solvents, increases the ohmic 
resistance and makes natural convection effects weak in these systems. The loss of power 
due to thick diffusive boundary layers and high ohmic drops is partially compensated by 
the low thermal conductivity of ILs, which is approximately 5 times lower than that of 
aqueous electrolytes [31]. Thus, further research on ILs for TECs is aimed to reduce the 
mass transfer limitations. 
Some authors have proposed the addition of CNTs to IL electrolytes (CNT-ILs) in 
order to improve the efficiency of dye solar cells (DSCs) [32-35]. For example, Lee et al. 
[35] mixed single-wall CNTs (SWCNTs) in 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium iodide to reach 
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an efficiency of 1.9%, compared to 0.4% without SWCNTs. These composites have been 
also proposed as electrodes for biosensors [36], electronic materials for flexible actuators 
[37], and other applications [38-40]. While CNT-ILs show promise to enhance the 
efficiency of DSCs, the molecular mechanisms that enable the improved performance are 
not completely clear [41]. CNTs typically agglomerate in solution and bundle by van der 
Waals forces [42]. However, some ILs have a high affinity to disperse bundles of CNTs 
[40,43-46]. Further, ILs are less volatile and toxic [47,23,48] than conventional solvents 
used to disperse CNTs without surfactants, such as N-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) or 
dimethylformamide (DMF) [49,50]. Despite significant interest in CNT-ILs, the type of 
molecular interactions between ILs and CNTs are still controversial [40].  While some 
authors have suggested cation-π interactions between imidazolium-cation ILs and CNTs 
[51,44], others have indicated weak van der Waals interactions instead [52]. 
1.3 Summary and objectives  
This thesis project is focused on improving the conversion efficiency of TECs by 
optimizing the cell design and dimensions, and by engineering novel electrodes and 
electrolytes. 
In Chapter 2, I present a theoretical background with the fundamental equations 
that govern TECs. These include heat and mass transfer, fluid dynamics, electrode-
kinetics and temperature-dependence of key properties of redox electrolytes, such as 
density, viscosity and electrode potential. These equations are simplified for low-
viscosity and low-concentration electrolytes. However, they provide an accurate first-
approximation for the performance of TECs. In Chapter 3, these equations are 
implemented and solved using a COMSOL model based on the properties of potassium 
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ferri/ferrocyanide electrolyte. The goals of this study are the identification of fundamental 
limitations in the conversion efficiency of TECs, the optimization of cell dimensions, and 
the power estimation of new designs (series stacking and flow-cell design). The results 
are published in ref. [53]. 
 In Chapter 4, I experimentally explore the use of p and n-type CNT electrodes for 
TECs. The doping is carried out through a plasma treatment and optimized to reach 5% 
of boron and nitrogen, respectively. The changes in internal surface area, electrical and 
kinetic properties are characterized using impedance spectroscopy and cyclic 
voltammetry. The doping effects in the thermal-to-voltage conversion and electrical 
power are also tested in a U-glass TEC. The results are published in ref. [28]. 
 In Chapter 5, I perform a spectroscopy study of IL-CNT composites by nuclear 
magnetic resonance (NMR) and impedance spectroscopy (EIS). The addition of CNTs to 
ILs electrolytes has been shown to improve the efficiency of DSCs in previous studies. 
The objective here is to understand the dielectric and percolation changes, as well as the 
molecular interactions in these mixtures. In this study, I compare the electrical 
contributions due to interfacial polarization and percolated networks of CNTs in common 
solvents and IILs. I also evaluate the possibility of ion pair dissociation induced by the 
CNTs and their effect on diffusion coefficients. The results are published in ref. [54].       
In Chapter 6, I measure the electrical power of TECs using IILs mixed with 
MWCNTs. In particular, I test 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium 
bis(trisfluoromethanesulfonyl) amide ([EMIM][NTf2]) mixed with cobalt redox couples, 
and a solvent-free redox ionic liquid, 1-methyl-3-propylimidazolium iodide ([PMIM][I]). 
The objective is to evaluate if the changes in interfacial polarization and ion pair 
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dissociation can overcome the open circuit reduction, and ultimately enhance the power 






CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND 
2.1 Introduction 
TECs, or thermocells, are electrochemical devices that produce a steady electric 
current under an applied temperature difference between the electrodes (Fig 1.2A). The 
open circuit voltage depends on the reaction entropy of the redox electrolyte and 
temperature difference between the electrodes. The electrical current through an external 
load is maintained by mass transfer in the electrolyte driven by diffusion, convection, 
migration and thermal diffusion (Fig 1.2B). This chapter presents the governing 
equations in TECs for redox couples in low-viscosity solvents. These equations are 
simplified for diluted electrolytes, one-electron transfer kinetics, non-porous electrodes, 
and steady-state. This chapter also describes the experimental characterization techniques 
used throughout this work.  
2.2 Governing equations 
2.2.1 Heat transfer  
At steady state, the temperature profile in the electrolyte is governed by [8]  
      ⃗         (     ∑       )        eq. 2 
Heat is transferred to the TEC from a heat source, e.g., from the surface of a pipe 
in a power plant with hot water flowing through it. An electrolyte with a low thermal 
conductivity is required to obtain a maximum temperature difference across the 
electrodes. The maximum operative temperature of TECs is limited by the boiling point 
of water in aqueous solutions, or the volatility of the electrolyte in non-aqueous solutions. 
The minimum operative temperature is set by the solubility of the electrolyte at the cold 
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electrode. The temperature range for optimum performance of aqueous TECs is between 
25 and 75
o
C. The second term on the right side of eq. 2 represents the Dufour effect. The 
attraction or repulsion of ions to the hot or cold electrode due to the Soret effect leads to 
an additional heat flux proportional to the diffusivity,  concentration gradients, and Soret 
coefficients of the ions [55,56]. The last term on the right of equation 1, S, represents the 
sum of reversible heat due to electrochemical reactions and irreversible heat due to 
activation overpotentials and Joule heating. As noted by Quickenden [13], their 
contribution in TECs is relatively small, compared to the conductive-convective heat 
transfer, resulting in a negligible effect on temperature distribution or heat flux.  
2.2.2 Thermodynamics  
A reduction-oxidation (redox) reaction is described as 
                           (     )  
   eq. 3 
Redox reactions at the electrode are thermodynamically balanced by  
     
      
        
  eq. 4 
In addition, the standard electrode potential with respect to the standard hydrogen 
electrode, and the standard reaction free energy are related by 
    
     
 
  
  eq. 5 
Formally, concentrations at the electrode surface alter the electrode potential according to 
the Nernst equation. Thus, the electrode potential at any temperature is [57]  
      (    )









  eq. 6 
Enthalpy and entropy of reaction can be assumed constant in the temperature range of 
aqueous solutions.  
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When the cell is in open circuit or not connected to a load, the initial bulk 
concentrations are the same as those at the electrode surface. Conventionally, the ratio of 
oxidized and reduced species is 1. Also, electrolyte reacting at the anode and cathode is 
the same in TECs. If the standard electrode potential is independent of the electrode 
material, which is usually the case for redox couples used in TECs, we obtain the 
thermal-to-voltage conversion 
            
    
 (     )
  
  eq. 7 
Hupp et al. reported values of standard redox reaction entropy for electrolytes as 
well as their respective standard electrode potentials [4]. It was found that the reaction 
entropy is negative, if the absolute charge of the reduced ion is larger than that of 
oxidized ion. The same publication reports the redox reaction entropy dependence on 
physicochemical parameters such as oxidation state, metal-atom radius and solvent 
molecules. The redox reaction entropy has not been reported to depend on the choice of 
electrode material. 
2.2.3 Electrode kinetics  
A simple expression for the electrode transfer rate constant is [58] 
      
 
   
   eq. 8 
where Ze is a constant frequency factor and Exa the total activation energy fit from the 
experimental values. The Butler-Volmer model describes the net electric current densities 
at the electrodes as [58]  
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at the cathode. The overpotential, ξ, is the electrode potential with respect to its 
equilibrium value, which was given in eq. 6. Therefore, the anode and cathode 
overpotentials are   
  
 
      
   eq. 11 
  
 
      
   eq. 12 
Eq. 9 and 10 show the dependence of these overpotentials on the concentration at 
the electrode surface and the rate constant k
o
. The two contributions are defined as 
activation and concentration overpotentials. The activation overpotential is the 
overpotential when no mass transfer resistances appear, that is, the concentration at the 
surface is the same as in the bulk. The concentration overpotential is the actual 
concentration discrepancy at the surface. Electronic current continuity is satisfied by  
 ∫        ∫       eq. 13 
The double layer effect in the electrochemical kinetics requires further 
clarification. The effective overpotential that applies to the electrode kinetics of eq. 9 and 
10 is lower than that specified by these equations, because part of the overpotential 
difference is dissipated in a diffusive layer next to the reaction zone. However, as pointed 
out by Bockris [59], at high concentrations (above 0.1 M) the diffusive layer is so 
compact that most of the interphase potential affects the reaction zone only. Thus, the 
validity of equations 9-12 is retained for TECs.  
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2.2.4 Mass transfer 
Electric current at the electrodes must be maintained by a flux of ions in the 
thermocell. The ionic density fluxes for the oxidized and reduced species, and the counter 
ions are [7] 
  ⃗         ⏟
         
           ⏟
         
   
  
   
      ⏟     
                 
       ⃗ ⏟
          
 eq. 14 
  ⃗                      
  
   
          ⃗  eq. 15 
  ⃗                              
   
   
             ⃗  eq. 16 
The thermal diffusion, also known as the Soret effect, represents the ionic flux 
driven by a thermal gradient, generally from the hot to the cold side [55,56]. The Nernst-
Einstein relationship is used to describe the mobility of ions 
    
     
  
 eq. 17 
Eq. 14-16 are strictly valid for only infinitely dilute solutions. Under this 
approximation, the ion-ion interactions in the bulk are neglected and the activity values 
become equivalent to concentrations. Following the electrochemical literature, eq. 14-16 
are applied TECs because of its simplicity. Experimental diffusion data at high 
concentrations is used in an attempt to account for the discrepancy. The electrical 
neutrality condition  
 
   
   ⁄
 ∑        eq. 18 
is applied in light of the large value of the ratio of F to ε in aqueous solutions [60]. 
Following the electrochemical reaction stoichiometry at the electrode  
  ⃗    ⃗    ⃗    ⃗  eq. 19 
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where  ⃗  is a normal unit vector perpendicular to the electrode. Whereas at the electrically 
insulated walls,  ⃗    ⃗   , is applied. For every oxidation reaction at the hot electrode, a 
reduction happens at the cold electrode. Therefore, the total amount of reactants in the 
cell remains constant. This balance condition is expressed as 
 ∫            
  eq. 20 
Continuity at the electrodes is satisfied by the balance of ionic and electronic current 
density 
   ∑ (   ⃗⃗      ⃗⃗  )  ⃗   eq. 21 
There are no homogeneous reactions in the electrolytes conventionally used in TECs. 
Thus, at steady state,    ⃗⃗    .  
The resultant cell voltage is [58] 
                
  eq. 22 
2.2.5 Navier-Stokes equations for fluid flow  
The mass conservation equation at steady state is 
   (  ⃗ )    eq. 23 
In TECs, density variations with temperature (βT1, βT2) of the form 
                
  eq. 24 
are used in this thesis [9,61]. I have omitted density changes due to electrolyte 
concentration because they represent a small contribution compared to temperature 
variations [7].  
Steady-state momentum conservation in a laminar flow, when only gravitational 
forces are present, is described as  
 ( ⃗   ) ⃗      ⃗   (
    
  
) eq. 25 
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Following Boussinesq approximation, density changes are only considered in terms that 
contain gravity in the momentum conservation equations.  The no-slip condition ( ⃗   ) 
is applied at every wall. 
2.3 Experimental techniques  
This section aims to cover the technical aspects of some of the characterization 
techniques used throughout this thesis. Rather than general, the explanation is focused on 
practical correlations between the measurements and material properties relevant to 
TECs. 
2.3.1 Cyclic voltammetry 
Several properties of a TEC electrolyte can be obtained by using cyclic 
voltammetry. Some of them are reaction kinetics, redox reaction entropy and diffusion 
coefficients. During cyclic voltammetry, an applied voltage is spanned from negative to 
positive values (or in the opposite direction) at a scan rate, typically, in the range of 10 to 
100 mV/s. The experiment is performed in a 3-electrode system within a potential 
window that avoids reactions of the solvent. In the case of an equimolar potassium 
ferri/ferrocyanide solution (a one-electron redox reaction), two current peaks (anodic and 
cathodic) will appear, as shown in Fig 2.1. As the potential deviates away from the 
equilibrium potential, the current rises due to reactions at the electrode and diffusion from 
the bulk to the electrode. The current peak is the result of electrolyte depletion at the 
electrode surface. The potential separation of the redox peaks indicates the reversibility 
or kinetics of the reaction. A small potential peak separation means that the electrolyte 
depletion at the electrode happens quickly due to fast reactions. In contrast, sluggish 
kinetics require high electrode potentials before the surface concentration drops to zero. 
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A proper calibration system to check the reliability of the experimental set-up 
consists of a low concentrated solution (less than 10mM) of aqueous potassium 
ferri/ferrocyanide, 10 mV/s scan rate and platinum working electrodes. The potential 
peak separation on this experiment should be the ideal for a reversible one-electron 
transfer reaction, i.e. 59 mV.   
The peak potential separation also depends on the solution resistance of the 
electrolyte due to migration between the reference and working electrode. A high ohmic 
resistance will require high electrode potentials away from equilibrium in order to reach 
the peak current, leading to large peak potential separations. When comparing peak 
potential separations, it is important to always compensate the current from the ohmic 
resistance. This can be done automatically with modern potentiostats.  
If dealing with aqueous electrolytes, the reference electrode to choose is Ag/AgCl 
(a silver wire embedded in a saturated aqueous KCl solution). If the electrolyte is non-
aqueous, the choice is Ag/Ag
+
 (a silver wire embedded in a non-aqueous solvent). When 
dealing with ionic liquids, it is also possible to use a platinum pseudo-reference electrode 
instead of Ag/Ag
+
, in order to avoid contamination of the ionic liquid. It is possible to 
experience a possible drift of the equilibrium potential when using non-aqueous or 




Fig. 2.1 Cyclic voltammetry of a 0.01M equimolar solution of K3Fe(CN)6/K4Fe(CN)6  at 
100 mV/s and 20 °C. Voltage scan starts at -0.3 V (with respect to a Ag/AgCl reference 
electrode). IR compensation was applied before every run. The plot shows the trend of 
the peak-potential separation as the reaction rate constant decreases. The plot also 
indicates that the equilibrium potential (average of the peak potentials) shifts depending 
on the changes in temperature. 
 Ohmic (IR) compensation is performed internally in the potentiostat. As shown in  
                
   eq. 22 
the total cell voltage VT is equal to the open circuit voltage, Voc, minus the activation 
overpotentials, ξ, and ohmic drop,    . The ohmic drop is equal to the ohmic resistance 
of the electrolyte times the current that passes through. By applying an ohmic 
compensation in the experiment, the total cell voltage depends only on the overpotentials 
at the electrodes and the open circuit voltage. In a 3-electrode configuration, the ohmic 
resistance of the electrolyte depends on the separation of the working and reference 


































ferri/ferrocyanide solutions, the ohmic resistance can represent 3 to 5% of the total cell 
resistance in thermocells that are 2 mm long. However, in thermocells with electrodes 
separated 10 cm apart, the ohmic resistance can represent 50 to 60 % of the total cell 
resistance. 
The estimation of reaction entropies is based on the shifting of the equilibrium 
potential at different temperatures. In an equimolar solution, the semi-sum of the 
potential peaks is the equilibrium potential of the reaction, E. The experiment is 
performed in a solution at a uniform temperature. As the temperature increases, the 
equilibrium potential will shift towards higher or lower potentials, depending on whether  
the redox reaction entropy is negative or positive, respectively. After correcting for the 
shift of the reference electrode potential, the redox reaction entropy, ΔSrx, can then be 
found according to   
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Fig. 2.2 Cyclic voltammetry of a 0.01M equimolar solution of K3Fe(CN)6/K4Fe(CN)6  at 
36 °C and 53 °C. Voltage scan starts at -0.1 V (with respect to a Ag/AgCl reference 
electrode). IR compensation was applied before every run. The plot shows the 
equilibration potential shift with temperature.  
 
To estimate diffusion coefficients, cyclic voltammetry is carried out with a 
platinum working electrode of 10 um diameter (thus, also called microvoltammetry). But 
the diameter and material could vary. Due to the small surface area of the electrode, the 
ions reach a steady-state diffusion radial to the electrode. The result is then a steady 
current under an applied voltage in relatively short measuring times (Fig. 2.3). Because 
of the small surface area of the electrode, the ohmic and charge transfer resistances are 
significantly high, leading to small currents that do not affect the total current. The 
measured current then only depends on the ionic diffusion near the electrode. The 
diffusive layer thickness during the measurement is approximately the same as the 
diameter of the microelectrode [62]. 
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A typical experiment is a cyclic voltammetry spanning from anodic to cathodic 
potentials at a scan rate of 10 mV/s, for 3 cycles. At high anodic and cathodic potentials, 
the current will reach a steady state proportional to the diffusion of the ions, according to 
the formula: 
            eq. 27 
where n is the number of electrons transferred, ‘r’ is the radius of the microelectrode, ‘D’ 
is the ionic diffusion coefficient, ‘F’ is the Faraday constant, and ‘C’ is the bulk 
concentration of the electrolyte. The reader is referred to [63,62,64-70] for further basic 
information on these characterization techniques.  
 
Fig. 2.3 Radial diffusion and ultramicroelectrode cyclic voltammetry in 1mM ferrocene 
solution at 50 mV/s [62]. 
2.3.2 Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy 
Impedance spectroscopy can be used to estimate the ohmic resistance of the 
electrolyte. In impedance spectroscopy, an alternating voltage signal is applied to the 
electrolyte. The signal is varied from high to low frequencies, and the impedances are 
recorded. The impedance of the system depends on the frequency of the signal because of 
different electronic and mass transfer mechanisms. For example, the bulk capacitance of 
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the electrolyte, which depends on the molecular reorientation and induced dipoles in the 
electrolyte, can only be estimated experimentally at frequencies higher than 10
4 
Hz; while 
ionic diffusion coefficients are estimated at frequencies lower than 1Hz [71].  
The optimum amplitude of the AC signal is a tradeoff between a high signal-to-
noise ratio and linearity between the current and voltage [72]. A typical AC signal is 
between 10 to 15 mV. Along with the AC signal, a constant voltage bias is also applied, 
but typically is set to 0 V. If, however, the bias voltage is different from 0, it is important 
to set a preconditioning run at the same bias voltage before the AC signal is applied.    
An established model for aqueous redox electrolytes in nonporous electrodes is 
represented in Fig. 2.4. In this circuit model, Cb represents the bulk resistance, Rb is the 
bulk resistance of the electrolyte, Rct is the charge transfer resistance, W is the Warburg 
element and Qdl is a constant-phase element at the double layer of the 
electrolyte/electrode interface. Qdl is a non-ideal capacitor with a phase lower than 90 
that aims to account for the surface roughness of the electrode and other inhomogeneous 
properties at the double layer. W is an element that represents mass transfer resistances 







Fig. 2.4 Electrochemical model for a redox electrolyte with nonporous electrodes. 
 
            
 
Fig. 2.5 a) Bode and b) Nyquist plots for a redox IL showing the frequency range for 
each model component. c) Conversion of the impedance spectra of figure a to 




Impedance spectroscopy analysis can be a complicated study depending on the 
properties the researcher would like to determine. Some other properties that can be 
obtained are porosity of the electrodes, diffusion coefficient in solid electrolytes and 
additional reactions, but those require more complex and extensive models.  
In TECs, the ohmic resistance of the electrolyte is an important property, because 
it can limit the electric power. It is also the most reliable property to be estimated by 
impedance spectroscopy. As shown in the model of Fig. 2.5, the high-frequency spectrum 
is determined by the bulk capacitance (Cb) and the electrolyte resistance (Rb) bracket. 
This is because the bulk capacitance is 2 to 3 orders of magnitude higher than the 





 Hz, the bulk capacitance is always charged, thus the impedance is 
constant and depends only on the electrolyte ohmic resistance. 
The electrode design plays an important role in estimating the electrical resistivity 
of the electrolyte. Because of edge effects, the electric flux will not be entirely uniform 
between the electrodes. The geometry factor of the cell can be obtained by using a 
standard electrolyte solution of known resistance. An aqueous KCl solution at 0.1 or 
0.01M can be used for calibration. The ohmic resistivities at different temperatures are 
reported in the CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics [73]. The geometry factor is  
     
    
    
  eq. 28 
where ρKCl is the resistivity reported for KCl and RKCl is the resistance measured.      
Then, the resistivity of the new electrolyte is  
               (  )               eq. 29 
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Fig. 2.5c shows the conversion of the impedance, Z, spectra measured to conductivity 
values, σAC, using the calibrated geometry factor, GF. The reader is referred to 
[73,71,74,72] for further basic information on these characterization techniques. 
2.3.3 TEC power measurement 
Three of the designs to test the performance of TECs are the U-glass cell design, 
the coin cell design and the stirring cell. 
U-glass cell design 
TEC power measurements are performed in a U-shaped glass filled with the 
electrolyte only, as shown in Fig. 2.6. The temperature of one compartment is raised with 
a wire heater, while the other is controlled at room temperature with a chiller. On each 
compartment there is a Teflon-coated thermocouple that is immersed in the solution. The 
electrodes are also immersed without interfering with the thermocouples. It is important 
to check that the connectors for the electrodes do not touch the electrolyte, because such 
contact might induce additional reactions. As a check point, the open circuit voltage 
without a thermal gradient should be zero, or within the experimental uncertainty error. A 
potentiostat can be used to monitor the transients of voltage and current. The 3-electrode 
configuration can be adapted to a 2-electrode, by plugging the reference electrode 
together with the counter electrode, preferably in the hot electrode. As the temperature 
difference increases, the open circuit voltage should consistently increase or decrease, 
depending on the sign of the reaction entropy of the electrolyte. As another checkpoint, 
the open circuit voltage should go back to zero once the thermal gradient is removed. In a 
U-glass design, the thermal-to-voltage measurement is the most reliable property that can 
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be obtained. If however, the researcher wants to compare the power densities, it is 
important to obtain a good control in the electrode separation, surface area and 
homogeneity of the electrodes. 
 
Fig. 2.6 U-shape glass cell for measurement of thermal-to-voltage conversion. 
 
Coin cell design 
TEC power measurements are performed between two metal blocks and using a 
coin-size TEC, as shown in Fig. 2.7. The electrodes are deposited in the stainless steel 
coin-size substrates. In this thesis, the electrodes consisted of e-beam evaporated 
platinum (100 nm), or MWCNTs grown in a Ni/Ti/Al/Fe catalyst [75], or buckypaper 
electrodes (purchased from Nanocomp, Inc.) connected to the substrate with carbon 
paste. Fig. 2.7c shows the coin-shape substrates before and after crimping. The smaller 
substrate (~20 mm diameter) is enclosed with a polypropylene gasket (thermal 
conductivity ≈ 0.1 W/m-K). The bigger substrate (~22 mm diameter) is fully filled with 
electrolyte, while the smaller substrate is wetted with some electrolyte, avoiding air gaps 













electrolyte. The smaller substrate is plugged in the bigger substrate, and then crimped at a 
pressure of 250 psi for 30 seconds. The coin cells and crimper are then cleaned with 
acetone. Optionally, some electrolyte leakage can be prevented by adding super glue at 
the joints. The thermocouples are adhered to the metal blocks with kapton tape, and the 
coin cell is sandwiched between the metal blocks. One of the blocks is connected to a 
thermal pad, while the other is connected to the chiller. Again as a checkpoint, the open 
circuit voltage without a thermal gradient should be close to zero. If this is not the case, 
the problem could be a leakage of electrolyte or super glue reacting with the metal 
blocks, or corrosion of the electrolyte with the substrate electrodes. Instabilities in the 
voltage could also be due to remaining air gaps in the crimped coin cell. As the 
temperature difference increases, the open circuit voltage should consistently increase or 
decrease, depending on the sign of the reaction entropy of the electrolyte. Unlike the U-
glass cell design, the thermocouples are connected to the metal blocks rather than 
immersed in the electrolyte. Thus, the temperature measurements in the coin cell do not 
include the thermal losses at the interface. As consequence, the thermal-to-voltage 
conversion measured for the same electrode/electrolyte combination will be lower in a 
coin cell design than in the U-glass cell design. Once the thermal gradient and voltage 
have reached a steady state, the power density measurements can be acquired. As another 




   
Fig. 2.7 Schematic (a) and photograph picture (b) of the experimental set-up for the 
performance testing of coin TECs. c) Photograph of coin cells before and after crimped. 
 
Stirring cell design 
 
TEC power measurements are performed in a water jacket cell and two vertical 
electrodes, as shown in Fig. 2.8. A chiller is connected to the water jacket, controlling the 
overall temperature of the cell. A magnetic bar is included in the electrolyte, and stirred 
with a controlled rate by the plate at the bottom. In order to create the thermoelectric 
effect, one of the electrodes is heated with thin film heaters (1.6 W/cm
2
 each) connected 
to a copper jacket at the top of the electrode. Forced convection in the electrolyte is 
designed to make the diffusive boundary layers thinner, and force the system to become 
ohmic limited. Even though forced convection reduces thermal gradients between the 
electrodes, a thermal gradient at the boundary layer of the hot electrode and electrolyte 
still exists. The thermoelectric effect is maintained because redox reactions happen at the 
boundary layers of the electrodes. In this thesis, the electrodes used are graphite 
electrodes of 6.1 mm in diameter. Graphite is used because of its high thermal and 
electrical conductivity. Due to the size of the copper jacket and electrodes, it takes 













stirring of the cell, sampling of the steady state open circuit voltage and short circuit 
current takes 30 min. As the stirring rate increases, forced convection cools down the 
electrode surface temperature, and the open circuit voltage decreases. This trend can be 
used as a checkpoint of the experimental set-up. 
 
Fig. 2.8 Schematic (a) and photograph picture (b) of the experimental set-up for the 
performance testing of stirring TECs.  
 
2.3.4 Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy 
NMR spectroscopy allows us to determe not only the chemical composition of a 
liquid, but also its molecular structure. It is also possible to estimate intermolecular 
interactions in nanofluids, as shown later in CHAPTER 5. The samples are prepared in 
NMR tubes of 5mm in diameter. The tubes have to be properly cleaned and dried, 
because small impurities can be easily detected in the NMR spectra. The mixture has to 
be homogeneous and without air gaps. 
The NMR experiments in this thesis were performed at the NMR center at 
Georgia Tech (http://ww2.chemistry.gatech.edu/~gelbaum/nmr/nmr.html) using the 
Bruker AV3-400 NMR spectrometer.  The spectrometer is equipped with a DIFF50 probe 

















that allows magnetic field gradients greater than 2000 G/cm. Before running 1D and 
diffusion experiments, the spectrometer is calibrated using an external standard solution 
of 0.1% 3-Trimethylsilylpropane sulfonic acid in D2O containing 20% H2O.  
In a 1D NMR experiment, a molecule absorbs electromagnetic radiation in a 
frequency range, which is correlated to a chemical shift (Fig. 2.9). For the same type of 
isotope, the type of interaction with the other atom determines the chemical shift at which 
the isotope emits electromagnetic radiation. For example, a hydrogen isotope covalently 
bonded to oxygen will have a higher chemical shift than a hydrogen isotope in a methyl 
group (Fig. 2.9). When adding nanoparticles to a fluid, the shielding (chemical shifts to 
lower values) or deshielding (shift to high chemical shifts) is an indication of electronic 
interactions between the nanoparticles and the fluid.  
 
Fig. 2.9 Chemical shifts of 
1
H affected by the proximity of different electronegative 
atoms or groups [76].   








F) can be 
performed using the pulsed gradient spin-echo (PGSE) technique. In general, a magnetic 
gradient pulse of δ duration and G magnetic strength is imposed on a 90 radio frequency 
signal. The pulse disperses the magnetization of the spins in a well-defined space. The 
signal is then refocused by applying an inverted (180) radio frequency signal after a time 
delay (Δ). It then spins, and the atoms and molecules diffuse away from the 
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magnetization zone, in this way the refocused signal is attenuated. The attenuated signal 
is measured at different magnetic field gradients (Fig. 2.10), and the diffusion 
coefficients of the isotopes (D) are estimated according to         
   (
 
  
)    (  )   (  
 
 
)   eq. 30 
where I/Io is the ratio of the intensities with and without the gradient pulses, and  is the 
gyromagnetic ratio. The optimum magnetic field strength G and delay time Δ depend on 
the diffusion coefficient of the isotope. Low diffusion coefficients require high magnetic 
field strengths or longer delay times. The reader is referred to [76-79] for further basic 
information on these characterization techniques. 
 
Fig. 2.10 Experimental and model (eq. 30) relative intensity of a 1H NMR resonance 





CHAPTER 3. MODELING AND OPTIMIZATION OF THERMO-
ELECTROCHEMICAL CELLS 
3.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, the fundamental governing equations for mass and heat transfer, fluid 
dynamics, and electrokinetics in TECs, presented in Section 2.2, are solved numerically 
using COMSOL Multiphysics®. A snapshot of the model used is included in the 
Appendix. This report seeks to extend the optimization of thermocells to the dimensions 
and designs of practical cell configurations. In addition, this report highlights the critical 
limitations on power generation and conversion efficiency, as well as, the effect of 
natural convection in mass and heat transfer in thermocells. The performance of stacking 
cells in series is later evaluated. Finally, I evaluate the performance of a thermocell 
design with forced convection of the electrolyte, i.e., a flow cell.  
3.2 Performance in conventional TECs 
This section describes quantitative insights of the output electrical power and heat 
needed in convectional TECs, as well as the upper limits in efficiencies of an optimized 
cell. Conventional TECs do not employ forced convection; thus the bulk flow of  the 
electrolyte is only buoyancy driven. In addition, conventional TECs use an equimolar 
aqueous solution of potassium ferri/ferrocyanide due to its high reaction entropy. The 
maximum concentration of potassium ferri/ferocyanide used here is 0.4 M because this is 
the solubility limit in the electrolyte. No supporting electrolyte is added since it would 
reduce the solubility of the redox couple. Platinum or MWCNT are used as electrodes 
because of their high kinetic reactivity and because they have been used in prior 
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experimental work [28,14]. A 2-D model, with the x-axis in the direction of diffusion and 
the y-axis in the direction of the electrode surfaces, is considered to approximate a coin 
cell design [14]. These designs usually have a thickness of approximately 1 mm. All 
parameters used in the simulation are presented in Table 3.1. 
 Fig. 3.1A shows the current and power density as a function of the cell voltage. 
The maximum mean power density is reached at a current strength of roughly half of the 
open-circuit potential. Unless specified otherwise, the power density and heat flux 
density reported in the following simulations are the average along the electrodes. Thus, 
the term ‘mean’ is omitted. An analysis of the kinetic and mass transfer resistances (Fig. 
3.1B) depicts the cathodic concentration overpotential as the major limitation in 
conventional thermocells. In other words, the current density is mainly limited by the low 
ionic diffusion at the cold electrode. As a consequence, there is a greater 
consumption/generation of oxidized/reduced species at this electrode (Fig. 3.1C). At high 
current densities, the electrolyte at the cold electrode is depleted and the current density 
approaches its limiting value. The reversibility of the electrodes translates into small 
activation overpotentials compared to the total potential drop (Fig. 3.1B). Temperature, 
velocities and concentration profiles under natural convection due to temperature and 








Table 3.1 Parameters used in the stagnant TEC simulation with potassium 
ferri/ferrocyanide as electrolyte. 
 
Parameter [Units] Value 
Cell height and length [mm] 1 




] [9] Cp = 4187 
Initial K3Fe(CN)6/ K4Fe(CN)6 concentration [mol m
-3





















Rate constant activation energy [kJ mol
-1
][5]     = 14.644 




     = 0.6e-5 




] [9]    = 0.6 
Anode temperature [K] Ta=360 
Cathode temperature [K] Tc=300 
kinematic viscosity [cm
2
 s] [61]    = exp(-4.818-1808T-1 + 5.616e5T-2) 
Thermal-to-voltage conversion [mV K
-1
] [28]  1.5  
 
a 
In lack of reported values at 0.4M, the electrolyte density at 0.2M was used. 
b 
The diffusion coefficients and their temperature dependence of the oxidized and reduced 
species were assumed equal. In lack of reported values at 0.4M, the diffusion coefficient 
at 0.2M was used. 
c
 The rate constant reported at 0.4M was used. 
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Table 3.2 Power and heat flux density with and without natural convection included in 
the simulations with a 1 mm square cell 
 
 With natural convection Without natural convection 
Maximum power density [W m
-2
] 4.61 0.56 
Input heat flux density [W m
-2
] 56050 36000 
Relative efficiency [%] 0.049 0.009 
 
Natural convection compresses the boundary diffusive layer (Fig. 3.1F), thus 
increasing the ionic flux density at the electrodes and ultimately the power density, as 
shown in Table 3.2. Similarly, this electrolyte recirculation increases the input heat flux 
needed at the hot electrode to maintain the temperature difference set between the two 
electrodes.  The strength of natural convection on the heat flux density and current 
density is estimated by the Nusselt and Sherwood number, respectively. For finite anode-
cathode separations, the dimensionless Nusselt and Sherwood correlations are  [81] 
    
 
   
     (    )    ,     
 
   
     (    )     eq. 31 
The fluid is characterized by the Grashof (Gr), Schmidt (Sc) and Prandtl (Pr) number [81] 
    
   (    )
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   eq. 32 
where the characteristic length, L, is the anode-cathode separation. Combining eq. 1, 31 
and 32, the conversion efficiency can then be expressed as 
       
    
  
(   )  
         
      




   
 eq. 33 
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where   ⁄  ratio is also known as the Lewis (Le) number. The Rayleigh number was at 
most in the order of 10
7
, that is, at least 2 orders of magnitude lower than the critical 
transition value from laminar to turbulent flow.  
For the conditions and cell dimensions given in Table 3.1 (1 mm square cell), the power 
density increases 8 times because of natural convection. On the other hand, the input heat 
flux density at the anode is only 1.5 times higher due to natural convection.  The higher 
power density increase is due to the low diffusion coefficients of redox species in 
comparison to their thermal diffusivities. The average diffusion coefficient (D) of 






, while their thermal diffusivity (   
  








. The difference translates into the lack of a temperature boundary layer 
(Fig. 3.1D) and a smaller input heat flux increase due to natural convection. Also, the 
buoyancy effects are due to the temperature gradients rather than to the net concentration 
(oxidized plus reduced species) gradients. The Soret and Dufour effects in aqueous 
potassium ferri/ferrocyanide solutions were omitted because their relevance on mass and 
heat transport is relatively small. The heat of transport coefficients of potassium ferri and 





      
               
         
Fig. 3.1  A: Current and power density vs cell voltage. B: Overpotential breakdown 
(cathode and anode concentration overpotential, and ohmic potential drop; inset shows 
the cathode and anode activation overpotential). C to F show contour plots at maximum 
output power for C: normalized ionic concentration distribution along the center of the 
cell (y=height/2), D: temperature (K), E: velocity (mm s
-1
) and direction, F: normalized 
(with respect to initial concentration) oxidized concentration. These measurements were 
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obtained using a square thermocell of 1 mm length with electrodes placed vertically, 
anode at the left side (refer to Fig. 1.2B)    
 
3.3 Validation  
The multiphysics model and parameters used were tested with experimental 
values reported by Ikeshoji and Mua et al. [10,83]. Table 3.3 shows the dependence of 
short circuit current on electrode separation for an equimolar potassium ferri/ferrocyanide 
solution and supporting electrolyte. At electrode separations greater than 1 cm, the 
electric current is mainly limited by the ohmic resistance of the solution, and the 
calculated short circuit current fairly matches the experimental values. I found a high 
overestimation of electric current at an electrode separation of 1 mm; i.e., when the 
transport is driven mainly by conductive and convective forces. The lower experimental 
short circuit currents are probably due to the additional boundary layers at the side walls 
of the cylindrical thermocell, which are not considered in the 2-D model. Natural 
convection can be suppressed by placing the hot electrode above the cold electrode. The 
experimental and calculated changes of electric power density with the orientation of the 
cell are shown in Table 3.3. In addition, the Sherwood and Nusselt numbers for a square 
TEC of 1 mm length (Fig. 3.2A) are in agreement with the computational results of 
Ikeshoji et al. (Fig. 7 of Ref. [8]).   
In all simulations, each boundary was meshed with a minimum element size of 2 
x 10
-7
 m (to assure grid independence), linearly distributed from a fine grid near the 
boundary to a course grid near the center of the cell. The maximum element ratio (the 
ratio of the biggest and smallest element) was 20. If the minimum element size is 
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decreased to 1 x 10
-7
 m, the results change less than 2%. The simulations converged in 
less than 100 iterations with a relative tolerance of 0.001 and using a Multifrontal 
Massively Parallel sparse direct solver (MUMPS).  
 
Table 3.3 Experimental and calculated short circuit current (Jsc) and maximum electric 
power density (Pm) 
 
Author: Ikeshoji et al. [10]  Ta-Tc = 72 C , Tc = 5.4 C , [K3Fe(CN)6] = [K4Fe(CN)6] = 0.01 M ,  
platinum electrodes of 9 mm diameter, electrode separation of 1 mm 
a
 
 Exp. Pm (W m
-2
) Calc. Pm with our model (W m
-2
) 
Conductive (hot-above-cold) 0.028 0.03 
Conductive-Convective (cold-above-hot) 0.074 0.09 
 
Author: Mua et al. [83]    Ta-Tc = 40 C  , Tc = 20 C , [K3Fe(CN)6] = [K4Fe(CN)6] = 0.26 M , [KCl] = 
0.8 M , platinum electrodes of 1cm
2
 surface area, cold-above-hot electrode configuration 
a
 
Electrode distance (cm) Exp. Jsc (A m
-2
) Calc. Jsc with our model (A m
-2
) 
0.1 32 38.2 
3 14 16.9 
5 10 11.8 
10 6 7.0 
20 3 3.6 
 
a
 The diffusion, rate constant, viscosity and density parameters at 0.01M; and the 
addition of supporting electrolyte were considered in the simulations. 
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3.4 Optimization of cell dimensions 
The strength of natural convection with cell aspect ratio (height/length) at a fixed 
length (1 mm) is depicted in Fig. 3.2A. At small aspect ratios, convection of heat and 
mass is small (Nu→1 and Sh→1). As the aspect ratio increases, convective heat and mass 
transfer becomes relevant (Sh and Nu increase). An optimum efficiency is found in this 
transition. Similarly, as the cell length increases, heat conduction decreases and the 
optimum aspect ratio becomes smaller (Fig. 3.2B). Sherwood numbers were calculated as 
the ratio of current density considering natural convection over current density without 
natural convection from the simulations. Similarly, Nusselt numbers were calculated as 
the ratio of heat flux considering natural convection over heat flux without natural 
convection from the simulations.   
Fig. 3.3A shows a non-monotonic change of the relative efficiency as the cell 
length is increased while the aspect ratio is held constant at 1. At small cell lengths, the 
decrease of power and input heat flux density is linear because conduction and diffusive 
mass transfer are dominant. The inflection point at 0.1 mm and 0.5 mm in the power and 
heat flux density curve, respectively, indicates the compression of boundary layers 
because of natural convection. The efficiency increases at 0.1 mm because of a secondary 
effect of temperature gradients in ionic transfer (the primary effect being natural 
convection). As shown in eq. 33, the effect of natural convection on the efficiency is 
determined by the ratio of thermal and ionic diffusivities,   ⁄  (Lewis number). The 
diffusion coefficients near the cold electrode boundary layer should be considered in the 
Lewis number, because cathodic concentration overpotentials limit the current density 
(Fig. 3.1B). As the cell length increases, temperature gradients decrease and the average 
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diffusion coefficient at the cathode boundary layer decreases. Thus, convective forces 
become stronger at the cold electrode. A maximum efficiency is found at 1 mm 
thermocell length because as the length increases the ohmic potential drop begins to 
reduce the available cell voltage (Fig. 3.3B).   Convection is the transport of bulk solution 
which, by electrical neutrality (eq. 18), has zero net charge. Thus, any forced or free 
convection would not create a separation of charges between the electrodes and would 
not reduce the ohmic resistance.  
      
Fig. 3.2 Effect of aspect ratio (height/length) on natural convection. A: Sherwood (Sh), 
Nusselt (Nu) and relative efficiency ɳr; cell length fixed at 1mm. B: Conversion 





      
Fig. 3.3 Cell length parametric study. A: Maximum power, input heat flux density and 
conversion efficiency ɳr. B: Overpotential distribution at maximum power operational 
points. Aspect ratio held at 1. 
 
3.5 Series stacking  
Implementation of TECs to waste heat sources would require thicker cells in order 
to assure a maximum temperature difference. I consider the case of a single cell (5 mm 
length and 5 mm height) that is split in equal sized cells and stacked in series. In a series 
configuration stacking as shown in Fig. 3.4, the input heat flux coming out from the 
hotter inner cell is transferred to the next inner cell (since the side walls are considered 
insulated). The total conversion efficiency in a series configuration is then 
       
∑   
 
   
           
(   )   ∑   
 
     eq. 34 
Input heat flux and power density decrease after the cell splitting (Fig. 3.5A), 
because the reduced length of the intermediate cells decreases the natural convection in 
them (Grashof number decreases). Fig. 3.5B compares the efficiency of each 
intermediate cell in a 2-series stack as well as in the single configuration. The current 




is reached. The maximum efficiency in the coupled cell is found by the efficiency sum of 
the intermediate cells at the same current density.  Hotter intermediate cells have higher 
efficiency because ionic diffusive flux increases as its mean temperature increases, and 
because the loss of convective forces is less critical in the hotter intermediate cells (high 
diffusion coefficient and low Sherwood number). However, consecutive cell splitting 
reduces the limiting current of the colder intermediate cells (low mean temperature) and 
eventually lowers the efficiency of the stack.       
      
Fig. 3.4 A: schematic representation of stagnant TEC in a single cell configuration. B: 
example of a series stacking TEC with 2 internal cells. The height, total length, 
temperature of leftmost hot anode and rightmost cold cathode are kept same. In a N-
series configuration, the single cell is split into N inner cells of equal size.  Other 



























































































       
Fig. 3.5 Series stacking analysis. A: relative efficiency, power and input heat flux density 
in a N-series configuration. Number of cells equal to 1 refers to the single configuration 
(Fig. 3.4A). B: Efficiency breakdown of a 2-series and single configuration. 
 
3.6 Flow thermo-electrochemical cell  
Implementation of TECs in established flows and thermal gradients, like heat 
exchangers, can result in extra power production that would otherwise be lost. A forced 
convection or flow-TEC design is shown in Fig. 3.6, where a cold and hot equimolar 
redox electrolyte flows enter the TEC at a flow rates UC and UH, respectively. A no-slip 
velocity boundary condition is applied at the electrodes and the separator walls. The 
outside walls of the electrodes are insulated.  The loss of thermal energy from the 
chemical reactions and from friction through the walls is assumed to be negligible.  A 
uniform cold and hot temperature in the cathode and anode compartments is maintained, 
respectively. The temperature difference between the electrodes generates a cell voltage 
proportional to the redox reaction entropy. In a closed circuit, ionic flux, and oxidation 
and reduction at the electrodes maintains the electric current through the load. Natural 




compartment (cold and hot) remains almost isothermal. Aqueous potassium 
ferri/ferrocyanide is used as electrolyte; thus, the Soret and Dufour effects are negligible. 
Also, the ionic molar resistivity of the membrane has been omitted. 
As shown in Fig. 3.7, the majority of the potential drop in the flow TEC modeled 
here is due to the electrolyte resistivity. Consequently, current density changes linearly 
with cell voltage, which means the current has a strictly ohmic nature. Transient currents 
due to ionic diffusion in the boundary layer vanish rapidly, as reported previously [14]. 
These results considered along with the dependence of the power on cell length as shown 
in Fig. 3.3 suggest that a fundamental limit exists on the ability to scale TECs, as any 
form of convection would not improve the performance past a point. 
 
Fig. 3.6 Schematic representation of a flow TEC. Hot and cold compartments are 
assumed to have a uniform temperature of 360 and 300 K, respectively. Compartment 
height is 5 mm, and length is 10 mm. Hot and cold inlet equimolar concentration equals 
400 mol m
-3
. Hot and cold flow rate is 0.1 m s
-1
. Refer to Table 3.1 for the remaining 
parameters. 















































   
Fig. 3.7 Performance of a flow TEC at 0.1 m s
-1
 inlet electrolyte flow rate. Cell 
dimensions as described in Fig. 3.6. A: average current and power density vs cell voltage. 
B: breakdown of the overpotential components (ohmic drop, concentration and activation 
overpotentials). 
In summary, this study shows that natural convection can significantly increase 
the conversion efficiency of thermocells with conventional aqueous electrolyte (0.4M 
potassium ferri/ferrocyanide), by compressing the diffusive boundary layers. The 
simulations also show that series stacking of TEC can potentially increase the conversion 
efficiency by 100% compared to a single cell configuration. The results also show that in 




CHAPTER 4. DOPING OF CARBON NANOTUBE 
ELECTRODES AND THEIR EFFECT ON THERMO-
ELECTROCHEMICAL CELL EFFICIENCY 
4.1 Introduction 
As mentioned in Section 2.2, the electrokinetics is also affected by the electrolyte 
concentration, solvent and counter ion. In potassium ferri/ferrocyanide, in particular, the 
kinetics is slower at higher concentrations, thus limiting the power in TECs. In this 
chapter, nitrogen-doped MWCNT (NCNT) and boron-doped MWCNT (BCNT) 
electrodes are investigated in order to improve the catalytic activity of MWCNT 
electrodes with potassium ferri/ferrocyanide, and to potentially improve the energy 
conversion efficiency of MWCNT-based TECs. The kinetic and surface area changes due 
to plasma doping of MWCNT buckypaper (purchased from Nanocomp Inc.)electrodes 
are characterized using cyclic voltammetry and impedance spectroscopy. These 
electrodes are then tested with potassium ferri/ferrocyanide electrolyte in a U-shape glass 
TEC.    
4.2 Methods 
4.2.1 Electrode preparation and doping 
MWCNT buckypaper was purchased from Nanocomp, Inc. The buckypaper is 
approximately 35 μm thick, with MWCNT lengths ~ 100 μm and diameters 
approximately 10 nm (Fig 4.1A). The typical synthesis of the buckypaper consists first 
on a dispersion of MWCNTs in an aqueous solution and surfactants. The MWCNTs are 
then filtered and compressed until forming an uniform film. The doping element content 
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in the MWCNTs was controlled to approximately 5% with respect to carbon using a 
plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) process. Nitrogen doping of 
buckypaper samples was obtained after 5 minutes exposure to 350W RF plasma (13.56 
MHz) and 250 sccm of nitrogen (N2) mixed with 20 sccm of ammonia (NH3); the process 
chamber was at 200 mTorr and 350 
o
C.  Boron doping followed a similar process with a 
mixture of silane (SiH4) and diborane gas (B2H6) at 300 mTorr replacing N2 and NH3 in 
the process chamber. Fig 4.1B shows X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) data for 
NCNT and BCNT electrodes with peaks at the corresponding energy level of the dopant 
element (195 eV for boron and 400 eV for nitrogen). The doped CNT were kept in a 
vacuum storage until spectroscopy and/or thermocell testing. Upon thermocell testing, the 
samples were washed with water and tested again. Feng et al. [84] showed that nitrogen 
doping of carbon nanotubes by PECVD maintain the same stability as platinum/carbon 
electrodes towards the reduction of oxygen in microbial fuel cells. Feng et al. showed 
that, over 25 cycles and 50 days, nitrogen-doped CNT improved the power density and 
stability when compared was to platinum supported on carbon electrodes. Platinum (Pt) 
electrodes were fabricated for comparison with MWCNT electrodes by sputtering a 
50/150 nm bilayer of Ti/Pt on a stainless steel substrate. The geometric surface area of all 
electrodes was held constant at 0.178 cm
2
. In this chapter, MWCNT are also referred to 
as CNT.  
4.2.2 Characterization methods 
 Cyclic voltammetry (CV) and impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements were 
carried out using a CH660D potentiostat. Ohmic resistance compensation was applied to 
all CV runs. EIS data was taken at the equilibrium potential dc signal (with respect to 
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Ag/AgCl reference electrode) and 5 mV amplitude ac signal. The electrolyte solution was 
potassium ferrocyanide and potassium ferricyanide (Sigma-Aldrich) dissolved in distilled 
water (K3Fe(CN)6/K4Fe(CN)6). Both measurements, EIS and CV, were performed several 
times after immersion of the electrodes in the electrolyte solution, and the final 
measurements reported do not change significantly with time. EIS and CV runs were 
performed at 20 °C. 
 
Fig. 4.1 A) Scanning electron microscope (SEM) micrograph of MWNT buckypaper 
purchased from Nanocomp Inc. B) X-ray photospectroscopy (XPS) of buckypaper before 
and after nitrogen and boron doping. 
 
4.3 Results: electrochemical characterization 
In EIS, the diameter of the semicircle in the frequency range of kinetic control 
determines the charge transfer resistance according to the Randles model [85]. The 
charge transfer resistances of Pt and CNT electrodes were estimated to be 23 Ω and 92 Ω, 
respectively, based on their EIS responses in 0.01 M of ferri/ferrocyanide solution (Fig. 
4.2). The diffusion and kinetic controlled EIS responses superpose for doped CNT 
electrodes because of their large capacitances; therefore, it is difficult to estimate charge 
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transfer resistance using EIS. The ohmic resistances due to the electrodes, solution, and 
interfaces were determined by extrapolating measurements at high frequencies (left side 
of curve) using the Randles model. As expected, injection of electrons (NCNT) and holes 
(BCNT) increase and decrease the electronic conductivity of MWCNT electrodes, 
respectively. 
Electrodes of NCNTs, pristine CNTs, and Pt produce a separation of about 60 mV 
between peak potentials in 0.01M of potassium ferri/ferrocyanide at a CV scan rate of 10 
mV/s and 20
 
°C (Fig. 4.3); this corresponds to a reversible electrochemical reaction. In 
contrast, BCNT electrodes produce a peak separation of 250 mV, which indicates 
sluggish charge transfer (i.e., quasi-reversible kinetics). 
In reversible electron transfer kinetics, the reduction and oxidation at the surface 
is fast enough to maintain dynamic equilibrium of the anodic and cathodic current at any 
voltage. The maximum or peak current occurs when the current increases until one of the 
ions is depleted, and diffusion subsequently limits the electrolyte concentration at the 
surface. The peak current at the electrode is independent of the exchange current density 
constant (i.e., the dynamic equilibrium current at zero voltage) as well as the potential 
where the peak current occurs. The faradaic peak current (If
p
) varies proportionally to the 
diffusion coefficient (D), initial concentration (C
o
), scan rate (ν), and electroactive 
surface area (A)  as described in [58] 
   
 









Fig. 4.2 Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) at 190 mV dc signal, 5 mV ac 
signal, and 0.01M equimolar solution of K3Fe(CN)6/K4Fe(CN)6. RCT: charge transfer 






Rohm: 110Ω Rohm: 140Ω 
RCT: 92Ω 
Rohm: 128Ω Rohm: 185Ω 
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Fig. 4.3 Cyclic voltammetry of 0.01M equimolar solution of K3Fe(CN)6/K4Fe(CN)6  at 
10 mV/s and 20
 
°C. Voltage scan starts at -0.3 V (with respect to a Ag/AgCl reference 





Cyclic voltammetry experiments on all of the electrodes indicate purely capacitive 
current from -0.3 (Vi) to 0 V (Vf). The average capacitance (γ) can be estimated by 
integrating the current within this voltage window as described in 
   
 
    -   
∫  ( )  
  
  
 eq. 36 
The specific capacitances of NCNT and BCNT electrodes (with respect to the 
geometric surface area) are 180 mF/cm
2
 and 316 mF/cm
2
, respectively (Fig. 4.3); the 
capacitance of pristine CNT electrodes is 42 mF/cm
2
 at the same concentration and scan 
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rate. Because NCNT and CNT electrodes both have reversible kinetics, the increase in 
the peak faradaic current for NCNT (0.71 mA compared to 0.23 mA for CNT) can only 
result from a change in the effective electroactive surface area (according to eq. 35). This 
hypothesis is supported by the similar 3- to 4-fold increase in capacitance and faradaic 
current of NCNT with respect to pristine CNT electrodes. The peak faradaic current of 
BCNT electrodes (0.36 mA) is greater than that of CNT electrodes because of the 
increase in surface area; however it is diminished due to increased irreversibility in the 
charge transfer kinetics. We attribute the increase in surface area of doped electrodes to 
structural changes that result from the breaking of C-C bonds and dopant substitution 
during the PECVD doping process. 
The voltage sweep rate in the CV test is faster than the reaction of ions at the 
surface in case where scan rate is 100 mV/s and the solution is 0.01M ferri/ferrocyanide 
(Fig. 4.4A and Fig. 4.4B). The anodic and cathodic currents are not in equilibrium under 
these conditions. Consequently, the peak current and separation of peak potentials 
depends on the electrochemical kinetics (i.e., quasi-reversible kinetics). The kinetics can 
be analyzed qualitatively using the separation of the potential peaks, where slow kinetics 
will need more voltage or more time to reach the peak current, or to reach the current at 
which depletion of ions at the surface commences. Fig. 4.4B shows that the separation 
between peak potentials is 40 mV smaller for NCNT electrodes than it is for CNT 
electrodes. This shows that nitrogen doping improves the kinetics of CNT electrodes. 
Boron doped CNT electrodes show much slower kinetics than both NCNT and CNT 
electrodes, which is consistent with results from scans at 10 mV/s. A possible explanation 
of the changes in electrode kinetics with doping is associated with electrostatic effects at 
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the electrode-electrolyte interface, which alter the electrochemical double layer as well as 
interacting with the counterions. Although still unclear, the effect of non-covalent 
interactions between ions and the electrode has been shown to be important in the 
kinetics [86]. According to the Gouy-Chapman-Stern model [87], electrostatic forces near 
the electrode cause an exponential distribution of the ion concentration as described by   
   
    
     ( 
    
  
) eq. 37 
The charge of the ion and its concentration at the surface and in the bulk are 






φ is the potential at the surface of the electrode 
with respect to the potential at the bulk. According to eq. 37, a negatively charged doped 
electrode (NCNT) strengthens the electrostatic interaction with potassium (K+) counter 
ions and increases the electrolyte concentration at the surface of the electrode; the net 
current increases as a result. Similarly, a positively charged doped electrode will repulse 









   
Fig. 4.4 Cyclic voltammetry of 0.01M (A and B) and 0.1M (C and D) equimolar solution 
of K3Fe(CN)6/K4Fe(CN)6  at 100 mV/s and 20
o
C. Voltage scan starts at -0.3 V (with 
respect to a Ag/AgCl reference electrode). IR compensation was applied before every 




Because anodic and cathodic peak currents are a function of the exchange current 
density constant in quasi-reversible reactions [88], they are also a function of the charge 
transfer coefficient. The transfer coefficient can be understood as the ratio of the effective 
potential of the electric double layer used to raise the chemical potential of the reactants 
and lower the activation energy. Therefore, the transfer coefficients towards oxidation 
and reduction may be different, but they are complementary (the sum of the coefficients 





therefore it alters the energy gap with respect to the electrolyte, as indicated by the 
change in electrode resistance with doping shown in Fig. 4.2. However, Fig. 4.4 shows 
that the cathodic and anodic currents are symmetric for all electrodes in this study, which 
suggests that the charge transfer coefficient is close to 0.5 with NCNT and BCNT 
electrodes in potassium ferri/ferrocyanide electrolyte.  
A symmetric transfer coefficient of one half means an equal interaction of the 
oxidized and reduced metal ions with the electrode. Since the electronic coupling changes 
of reactants and electrodes due to doping of the electrodes did not alter the transfer 
coefficients, the reaction can be considered as adiabatic Therefore any change in the rate 
constant should be a consequence of nuclei collision frequency factor changes, and 
activation energies associated with them only.  
Cyclic voltammetry scans at 100 mV/s were also performed at a higher electrolyte 
concentration of 0.1M potassium ferri/ferrocyanide (Fig. 4.4C and Fig. 4.4D) because 
such high concentrations are required for practical TECs. The separation of potential 
peaks for Pt, CNT and BCNT electrodes shows slower kinetics for BCNTs than for 
CNTs, and slower kinetics for CNTs than for Pt. These trends are similar to the trends 
observed at lower concentrations. However, in contrast to results at low electrolyte 
concentration, NCNT electrodes show slower kinetics than CNT and Pt electrodes at the 
higher concentration. In this case, high bulk concentrations decrease the thickness of the 








; this adds to the 
compression of the double layer that already exists due to the negatively charged doped 
electrode (NCNT). The high density of electrolyte at the surface increases the nuclei 
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reorganization energy of the electron transfer process by blocking the path of the atoms 
towards the oxidized or reduced state, thus slowing down the kinetics.  
4.4 Thermo-electrochemical performance 
The energy conversion efficiency of a TEC is approximated to 
   
      
       
 eq. 38 
where Voc is the open circuit voltage, Isc the short circuit current, A the geometric surface 
area, κ the thermal conductivity of the electrolyte, ∆T the temperature difference and d 
the electrodes’ distance. Here, I measured Voc and Isc for Pt, CNT, and doped CNT 
electrodes in the same U-cell configuration; the results are presented in Fig. 4.5. The 
open circuit potential is driven by a thermal gradient (as described in eq. 7), and the ratio 
Voc/T is approximately 1.5 mV/K for all electrodes (see Fig. 4.5A). The short-circuit 
currents, Isc, at steady state correlate with trends in the charge transfer kinetics shown in 
the CV scans of Fig. 4.4 (these scans were performed in the same electrolyte 
concentration used for TEC tests). Ohmic compensation was applied to the measurement 
of Isc. As shown in equation 22, 
                
   eq. 22 
the total cell voltage, VT, depends on the open circuit voltage, Voc, minus the 
overpotentials, ξ, and ohmic drop,    , in the electrolyte. By applying an ohmic 
compensation in a short circuit measurement, all of the open circuit voltage created by 
the thermal gradients is consumed by the overpotentials at the electrodes only. The ohmic 
compensation allows studying the effect of the doped electrodes in the kinetics and power 
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of TECs. In the results in Fig. 4.5B, the ohmic resistance of the electrolyte represented 50 
to 60 % of the total cell resistance, Jsc/Voc.  
The lower Isc for NCNT and BCNT electrodes, compared to that of CNT and Pt 
electrodes, (Fig. 4.5B) reflects their relatively sluggish charge transfer kinetics as 
discussed above. The performance of asymmetric doped electrode configurations is also 
shown in Fig. 4.5, i.e., NCNT as the cold electrode and BCNT as the hot electrode, and 
vice versa. While both asymmetric arrangements produce higher initial currents than 
symmetric doped electrode configurations, the current in the asymmetric arrangements 
eventually decreases as the magnitude of the thermal gradient is increased. The 
combination of BCNT and NCNT electrodes at small thermal gradients drives large 
concentration gradients at the surface of the BCNT electrode, due to its slow kinetics, 
while establishing low surface concentrations at the NCNT electrode, which avoids the 
blocking state discussed in the previous section. At larger thermal gradients, the ion 
concentration at the surface of the NCNT electrodes increases to the point where the high 
rate of collision of atoms slows the kinetics and leads to reduced currents. The transition 
to slower kinetics occurs at smaller thermal gradients when the NCNT electrode is the 
cold electrode, as opposed to the hot electrode, because higher ion concentrations exist at 
the cold electrode due to the slow kinetics at low temperatures. The NCNT symmetric 
configuration shows lower currents than any of the asymmetric cases, because the 
blocking state is reached at the hot and cold electrodes due to their similar rate constant. 
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Fig. 4.5 TEC response in 0.1M of K3Fe(CN)6/K4Fe(CN)6. A: Open-circuit potential (Voc) 
and B: short-circuit current (Isc). Temperature at the cold electrode was maintained at 20
 
°C. Geometric surface area is 0.178 cm
2
. Ohmic resistance compensation was applied to 
the short circuit current reported. The same electrode type was used as the anode and 
cathode unless otherwise stated in the legend.  
 
In summary, CV measurements revealed a reversible (i.e., diffusion controlled) 
electrochemical reaction at NCNT electrodes at low electrolyte concentrations and a 
more irreversible reaction at high concentrations, suggesting slower kinetics at higher 
electrolyte concentrations. In contrast, slow kinetics was observed for BCNT electrodes 
at both low and high electrolyte concentrations. CV results for both NCNT and BCNT 
electrodes suggest that plasma exposure during the doping process increased the 
electrochemically active surface area. Electrostatic interactions with potassium ions, and 
electron density changes at the CNT surface altered the charge transfer kinetics; yet, the 
symmetry of the charge transfer remained approximately equal to that of pristine CNTs.  
In TEC tests, accumulation of potassium ions at doped CNT electrodes was found to 
reduce the short-circuit current.  
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CHAPTER 5. STUDY OF NOVEL ELECTROLYTES: 
IONIC LIQUIDS INTEGRATED WITH CARBON 
NANOTUBES 
5.1 Introduction 
Compared to aqueous solutions, ionic liquids (ILs) solvent can extend the 
temperature range of operation of TECs, because of their high boiling temperatures (> 
150 °C) [24,26]. In addition, ILs have higher ohmic conductivities than conventional 
non-aqueous electrolytes. Recent reports have shown that the addition of CNTs to IL 
electrolytes can improve the efficiency of DSC, although the transport mechanisms and 
their molecular interactions have not yet fully explained [89,35]. In this chapter, I use 
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy to reveal the molecular interactions 
between the MWCNTs and ILs, which provides evidence to support the high 
dispersibility of CNTs in ILs. These mixtures are also studied with electrochemical 
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) to quantify the ionic and electronic contributions in the 
total electrical conductivity of 1-methyl-3-propylimidazolium iodide ([PMIM][I]), 1-
butyl-3-methylimidazolium hexafluorophosphate ([BMIM][PF6]), and 1-butyl-3-
methylimidazolium hydrogen sulfate ([BMIM][HSO4]) mixed with MWCNTs or 
nitrogen-doped MWCNTs (N-MWCNTs) below and above the wt% required for 
percolation. These results are compared to mixtures of MWCNTs in the organic solvents 
DMF and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO). EIS and NMR results show that CNT-ILs have 
enhanced conductivity, which provides an alternative explanation for the recent reports of 




 [BMIM][PF6], [BMIM][HSO4], and [PMIM][I] (purity >99%) were purchased 
from IOLITEC; DMF and DMSO from Sigma Aldrich; and MWCNTs and N-MWCNTs 
from US-nano (US4315 and US4882, respectively). According to product specifications, 
the MWCNTs had a length of 10-20 μm, outside diameter of 50-80 nm, and density of 
2.1g/cm
3
. The N-MWCNTs had an approximate length of 35 μm and outside diameter of 
20-50 nm and about 3 wt% of nitrogen content. The solvents, ILs, and CNTs were used 
as received. 
I stirred each mixture of MWCNT-IL on a hot plate for 30 minutes, then 
ultrasonicated the mixture for 30 minutes, followed by another stirring step for 15 
minutes, with all steps occurring at a temperature of 65 C. The samples were allowed to 
cool at room temperature for at least 1 hour, followed by 5 minutes of stirring before 
taking measurements. Typical sample volumes were approximately 6 mL. To increase the 
wt% of MWCNTs in the ILs, I added MWCNTs to the mixture subsequent to the 
previous test at lower wt%, and repeated the stirring and sonication steps described 
above. Coulometric Karl Fischer titration (Titroline KF, Schott instruments) indicates 
water content less than 0.05 wt%, before and after the mixing in the ionic liquids (Table 
5.1). Previous studies on the effect of water impurity showed a change of less than 4% in 
the electrical conductivity of imidazolium-based ionic liquids when the water content is 
below 0.1 wt% [90,91]. The electrochemical setup consisted of a 2-electrode 
configuration with platinum electrodes. The conversion of the measured impedance to 
conductivity was calibrated using standard solutions of potassium chloride at 0.01 M and 
0.1 M, following eq. 28 and 29 in Section 2.3. EIS was performed with a CH 
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instruments Model 660E potensiostat. The ac voltage amplitude was 20 mV and the dc 
signal was 0 mV. The spectra ranged from 1 MHz to 0.02 Hz for all the solvents and ILs, 
except for [PMIM][I]. We extended the lowest frequency in [PMIM][I] to 0.002 Hz, in 
order to reach the region where diffusion is dominant. The spectra were fit to impedance 
circuit models using the automated software provided by CH instruments.     
 
Table 5.1 Water content (wt%) in [BMIM][PF6], [BMIM][HSO4] and [PMIM][I], before 
and after the mixing procedure. 
 
  Before After 
[BMIM][PF6] 0.033 0.011 
[BMIM][HSO4] 0.021 0.017 






H-PSGE diffusion NMR spectroscopy of neat MWCNT-
ILs in NMR tubes 5 mm in diameter at 23 C, and in a Bruker AV3-400 NMR 
spectrometer (magnetic field strength of 9.4 T). The instrument was equipped with a 
Bruker Diff50 diffusion probe and gradient amplifiers allowing pulsed field gradient 
(PFG) experiments with magnetic field gradients larger than 2000 G/cm. The chemical 
shift scale was calibrated using an external standard of 0.1% DSS (3-
Trimethylsilylpropane sulfonic acid and chemical shift calibrated to 0 ppm) in D2O 
containing 20% H2O. The diffusion coefficients were measured using the PFG stimulated 
echo sequence (PFG-STE). Spectra were measured as a function of the gradient strength. 
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Integrals over individual peaks were fitted using the Bruker Topsin software according to 
the Stejskal-Tanner equation [77-79]:  
   (
 
  
)    (  )   (  
 
 
)  eq. 39 
where I/Io is the ratio of the intensities with and without the gradient pulses,  is the 
gyromagnetic ratio, G is the gradient strength, Δ is the diffusion time, i.e. the delay 
between the midpoints of the gradients (50 ms), δ is the gradient duration (2 ms), and D is 
the diffusion coefficient. The gradient pulses, providing G up to 2000 G/cm, were used 
for each measurement. Experimental uncertainty is approximately 4% for the NMR 
measurements and 9% for the EIS measurements, based on repeating each experiment 
three times. 
5.3 Results and discussion 
5.3.1 Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy 
The impedance spectra for pure solvents or ILs, with the exception of [PMIM][I], 
resemble that of a dielectric material (Fig. 5.1). As MWCNTs are added, the conductivity 
of the MWCNT-IL mixtures increases, and the spectra in Fig. 5.1 shift upward. When 
enough MWCNTs are added to the ILs or solvents to produce a percolated state, the 
conductivity at low frequencies increases by several orders of magnitude, and the 
spectrum resembles that of a resistor (frequency independent). 
We fit the spectra in Fig. 5.1 to the Debye model [71,92] (Fig. 5.2a) when the 
MWCNT-IL mixtures are below their percolation threshold – except for the [PMIM][I] 
spectra, which requires a different model. In the Debye model, a dielectric material is 
represented by two sets of parallel resistors and capacitors connected in series (Fig. 5.2a). 
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The dielectric capacitance between the metal electrodes (Cb) is proportional to the 
permittivity of the solvent or electrolyte. When an electric field is applied, the ions 
migrate toward the electrodes, and ion pairs polarize and orient in the direction of the 
applied field. The mobility of the ions and dipoles, and the concentration of charges 
determines the bulk resistance, Rb.  The accumulation of charges at the electrode 
interface with the electrolyte or solvent is represented by the constant-phase element, Qdl; 
this is a non-ideal capacitor with a phase between 0 and 90 that accounts for the surface 
roughness of the electrode and other inhomogeneous properties at the double layer 




      
       
 
Fig. 5.1 Frequency dependence of ac conductivity, σac, for MWCNT powders mixed in 
DMF (a), DMSO (b), [BMIM][HSO4] (c), [BMIM][PF6] (d), [PMIM][I] (e) and 
[BMIM][HSO4] mixed with N-MWCNTs (f). The measured impedance spectra are 








































































































































































  The two parallel RC brackets connected in series in the model of Fig. 5.2a have 
different time constants. Cb in parallel with Rb determines the impedance (ZHF) in the 
high frequency region (>10
4
 Hz) as  
      
  
        
  eq. 40 
where ω is the frequency. Whereas, Rc in parallel with Qdl determines the impedance 
(ZLF) in the low frequency region (<100 Hz) as 
      
  
  (  )      
  eq. 41 
where α is the constant-phase element coefficient (between 0 and 1) due to the 
inhomogeneity of the electrode. The bulk resistance (Rb) determines the frequency 






When the MWCNT-IL mixtures are near and above their percolation threshold, 
the spectra were fit to the model in Fig. 5.2b to account for the grain boundaries between 
the MWCNTs and IL [95,96]. The resistance and capacitance at these grain boundaries 
are represented by Rgb and Qgb, respectively. The spectra for the redox IL [PMIM][I] 
were fit to the model in Fig. 5.2c [71]. The charge transfer resistance, Rct, is due to the 
activation polarizations of the electrochemical reactions of iodide.  The Warburg 




            
 
Fig. 5.2 Models used to fit the EIS of MWCNT-ILs. a) Model for a dielectric material. b) 
Model for a dielectric material with suspended particles forming grain boundaries. d) 
Model for a redox electrolyte with suspended particles. Cb is the bulk capacitance; Rb is 
the bulk resistance; Qdl is the double layer capacitance; Rc is the contact resistance; Qgb is 
the grain boundary capacitance; Rgb is the grain boundary resistance; Rct is the charge 
transfer resistance; and W is the Warburg impedance. 
 
Fig. 5.3 shows the changes in Rb and Rc as MWCNTs are added. The fitted 
parameters are presented in Table 5.2 to Table 5.7. Fig. 5.1 shows that the percolated 
state in DMF and DMSO is reached around 3 wt% and 8 wt% of MWCNTs, respectively. 
These percolation thresholds correlate with their dispersion limits of 2.3 x 10
-3
 wt% and 
5.4 x 10
-4
 wt%, respectively [97]. A low dispersion limit means an aggregation of the 


















percolation threshold [98]. In the MWCNT-ILs mixtures (Fig. 5.1c-e), the percolation 
state is reached below 1 wt%, suggesting a high affinity of the ILs to disperse the 
MWCNTs. The theoretical critical volume fraction at the percolation threshold for 
randomly oriented cylinders can be estimated as W/2L, where W and L are the diameter 
and length of the cylinders, respectively [98]. Based on the aspect ratio of the MWCNTs 
used, the theoretical volume fraction is between 0.002 and 0.006. The critical volume 
fraction found from our measurements of MWCNTs in ILs falls between 0.006 and 
0.009, suggesting a high affinity of the ILs to disperse the MWCNTs.   
Fig. 5.3 shows that before reaching the percolated state, the bulk resistance (Rb) 
of the MWCNT-IL mixtures drops by 3 to 5 fold; while the contact resistance (Rc) drops 
approximately 3 orders of magnitude, but still remains 1 to 2 orders of magnitude higer 
than Rb. At the percolated state, Rb and Rc are of the same order of magnitude, 
approximately 10
3
 . Without MWCNTs, Rb and Rc of the ILs depend mainly on their 
ionic diffusion at the bulk and diffusive boundary layer, respectively. But when 
MWCNTs are added, interfacial polarization and percolation decrease Rb and Rc [98-
100,92]. As shown in Fig. 5.4, when an electric field is applied to a conductive particle in 
a medium, the particle is polarized. Then, the charges in the medium redistribute around 
the particle in accordance with Coulomb’s law (i.e., Maxwell-Wagner polarization or 
interfacial polarization), increasing the dielectric losses. As the dipoles near the particle 
orient in the direction of the electric field, they absorb energy that otherwise would be 
stored in the dielectric. Following the electrical RC circuit in Fig. 5.2a, the energy 
required is Eac/R, where Eac is the ac electric field. This energy required is described as 
dielectric losses. As the MWCNTs are added to the solution, the ions become trapped at 
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the surface of the particles and require more energy to align in the direction of the electric 




     
     
              
 Fig. 5.3 Bulk, Rb (green squares), and contact , Rc (red circles), resistances, as MWCNTs 
are added in DMF (a), DMSO (b), [BMIM][HSO4] (c), [BMIM][PF6] (d), [PMIM][I] (e), 
and as N-MWCNTs are added to [BMIM][HSO4] (f). The impedance spectra of Fig. 5.1 

































































































































































Fig. 5.4 Schematic representation of the interfacial polarization induced in a conductive 
particle (e.g., MWCNT) in an ionic medium. In addition to ionic diffusion of the positive 
(+) and negative (-) charges, the applied electric field (Ea) induces an internal electric 
field (Ei) from the electronic polarization in the particle and redistribution of the ions 




























































































Table 5.2 Fitting parameters of the impedance spectra in MWCNT-DMF mixtures to the 
model in Fig. 5.2a. Cb is the bulk capacitance; Rb is the bulk resistance; Qdl is the double 
layer capacitance; αdl is the constant phase element coefficient for Qdl; and Rc is the 
contact resistance. 
 







0.07 4.9 × 10
5
 2.1 × 10
7
 5.3 × 10
-10
 3.6 × 10
-7
 0.81 
1 7.9 × 10
4
 2.1 × 10
7
 1.2 × 10
-10
 4.2 × 10
-7
 0.82 
1.4 4.3 × 10
4
 1.2 × 10
7
 1.7 × 10
-10
 5.4 × 10
-7
 0.85 
2.7 2.0 × 10
4
 1.5 × 10
7
 2.9 × 10
-10
 1.5 × 10
-6
 0.83 
3.9 4.1 × 10
3
 1.6 × 10
4
 3.0 × 10
-10
 9.5 × 10
-7
 0.83 
4.5 9.3 × 10
2
 1.1 × 10
3
 8.7 × 10
-10






Table 5.3 Fitting parameters of the impedance spectra in MWCNT-DMSO mixtures to 
the model in Fig. 5.2a. Cb is the bulk capacitance; Rb is the bulk resistance; Qdl is the 
double layer capacitance; αdl is the constant phase element coefficient for Qdl; and Rc is 
the contact resistance.  
 







0.08 1.2 × 10
5
 1.2 × 10
7
 1.3 × 10
-10
 6.2 × 10
-7
 0.77 
0.8 2.2 × 10
4
 8.2 × 10
6
 1.9 × 10
-10
 6.0 × 10
-7
 0.88 
1.5 1.1 × 10
4
 9.6 × 10
6
 2.1 × 10
-10
 7.7 × 10
-7
 0.86 
2.4 8.0 × 10
3
 8.8 × 10
6
 2.1 × 10
-10
 7.6 × 10
-7
 0.85 
4.3 3.6 × 10
3
 6.8 × 10
6
 2.7 × 10
-10
 2.1 × 10
-6
 0.85 
7.0 1.4 × 10
3
 7.6 × 10
6
 2.2 × 10
-10
 8.9 × 10
-7
 0.86 
8.3 4.9 × 10
2
 7.3 × 10
2
 7.4 × 10
-10
 9.1 × 10
-7
 0.88 
10.8 3.1 × 10
2
 2.2 × 10
2
 1.4 × 10
-9
 2.6 × 10
-6
 0.80 
12.0 2.5 × 10
2
 1.4 × 10
2
 1.1 × 10
-9








Table 5.4 Fitting parameters of the impedance spectra in MWCNT-[BMIM][HSO4] 
mixtures to the model in Fig. 5.2b, except at low concentrations of MWCNTs, at which 
grain boundaries effects were small.  Cb is the bulk capacitance; Rb is the bulk resistance; 
Qdl is the double layer capacitance; αdl is the constant phase element coefficient for Qdl; 
Rc is the contact resistance; Qgb is the grain boundary capacitance; αgb is constant phase 
element coefficient for Qgb; and Rgb is the grain boundary resistance. 
 
MWCNT wt% Rb (Ω) Rc (Ω) Cb (Ω
-1s) Qdl (Ω
-1sαdl) αdl Rgb (Ω) Qgb (Ω
-1sαgb) αgb 
0 2.2 × 104 2.2 × 107 2.0 × 10-10 6.9 × 10-7 0.86 
   
0.2 2.1 × 104 9.3 × 106 1.9 × 10-10 1.0 × 10-6 0.83 
   
0.4 7.2 × 103 1.3 × 106 2.9 × 1010 1.1 × 10-6 0.80 1.1 × 104 3.8 × 10-6 0.37 
0.6 5.3 × 103 1.7 × 105 2.2 × 10-10 3.7 × 10-6 0.86 1.5 × 104 8.2 × 10-6 0.36 
0.9 1.1 × 103 1.3 × 103 2.7 × 10-10 1.6 × 10-6 0.84 7.4 × 102 1.8 × 10-5 0.37 




Table 5.5 Fitting parameters of the impedance spectra in MWCNT-[BMIM][PF6] 
mixtures to the model in Fig. 5.2b, except at low concentrations of MWCNTs, at which 
grain boundaries effects were small.  Cb is the bulk capacitance; Rb is the bulk resistance; 
Qdl is the double layer capacitance; αdl is the constant phase element coefficient for Qdl; 
Rc is the contact resistance; Qgb is the grain boundary capacitance; αgb is constant phase 
element coefficient for Qgb; and Rgb is the grain boundary resistance. 
 
MWCNT wt% Rb (Ω) Rc (Ω) Cb (Ω
-1s) Qdl (Ω
-1sαdl) αdl Rgb (Ω) Qgb (Ω
-1sαgb) αgb 
0 1.5 × 103 1.3 × 107 2.1 × 10-10 8.5 × 10-7 0.83    
0.1 1.4 × 103 2.0 × 106 3.6 × 10-10 8.5 × 10-7 0.86    
0.3 7.4 × 102 2.4 × 104 3.4 × 10-10 1.8 × 10-6 0.86 7.9 × 102 2.0 × 10-5 0.37 
0.4 5.3 × 102 1.7 × 104 2.8 × 10-10 1.6 × 10-6 0.86 5.2 × 102 2.7 × 10-5 0.37 
0.6 5.2 × 102 1.6 × 103 7.3 × 10-10 5.6 × 10-6 0.80 2.2 × 103 1.3 × 10-4 0.37 




Table 5.6 Fitting parameters of the impedance spectra in MWCNT-[PMIM][I] mixtures 
to the model in Fig. 5.2c.  Rc was not found below percolation because the model was 
overdetermined. Cb is the bulk capacitance; Rb is the bulk resistance; Qdl is the double 
layer capacitance; αdl is the constant phase element coefficient for Qdl; Rc is the contact 
resistance; Qgb is the grain boundary capacitance; αgb is the constant phase element 
coefficient for Qgb; Rgb is the grain boundary resistance; Rct is the charge transfer 
resistance; and W is the Warburg impedance. 
 
MWCNT wt% Rb (Ω) RCT (Ω) Cb (Ω
-1s) Qdl (Ω
-1sαdl) αdl Rgb (Ω) Qgb (Ω
-1sαgb) αgb W (Ωs
-0.5) Rc (Ω) 
0 4.1 × 103 5.5 × 103 2.1 × 10-10 5.4 × 10-7 0.87    1.4 × 10-3  
0.2 2.1 × 103 3.9 × 103 2.8 × 10-10 1.2 × 10-6 0.87 2.4 × 103 7.0 × 10-6 0.37 1.7 × 10-3  
0.3 1.0 × 103 2.2 × 103 3.6 × 10-10 1.1 × 10-6 0.89 2.1 × 103 5.9 × 10-6 0.37 1.9 × 10-3  
0.7 6.8 × 102 2.4 × 103 3.4 × 10-10 1.2 × 10-6 0.87 9.0 × 102 1.3 × 10-5 0.36 2.2 × 10-3  




Table 5.7 Fitting parameters of the impedance spectra in N-MWCNT-[BMIM][HSO4] 
mixtures to the model in Fig. 5.2b, except at low concentrations of N-MWCNTs, at 
which grain boundaries effects were small.  Cb is the bulk capacitance; Rb is the bulk 
resistance; Qdl is the double layer capacitance; αdl is the constant phase element 
coefficient for Qdl; Rc is the contact resistance; Qgb is the grain boundary capacitance; αgb 
is constant phase element coefficient for Qgb; and Rgb is the grain boundary resistance. 
 
N-MWCNT wt% Rb (Ω) Rc (Ω) Cb (Ω
-1s) Qdl (Ω
-1sαdl) αdl Rgb (Ω) Qgb (Ω
-1sαgb) αgb 
0 2.2 × 104 2.2 × 107 2.0 × 10-10 6.9 × 10-7 0.86    
0.2 2.0 × 104 2.0 × 107 1.9 × 10-10 9.4 × 10-7 0.82    
0.3 1.7 × 104 1.5 × 107 1.9 × 10-10 1.0 × 10-6 0.82    
0.8 1.2 × 104 6.2 × 106 1.9 × 10-10 9.5 × 10-7 0.83    
1.7 9.3 × 103 3.7 × 106 2.1 × 10-10 1.4 × 10-6 0.77    
2.5 7.0 × 103 1.1 × 105 1.6 × 10-10 1.3 × 10-6 0.80 1.5 × 1010 1.4 × 10-5 0.40 




5.3.2 NMR spectroscopy 
I chose [BMIM][HSO4] for NMR studies because the imidazolium-cation and 
anion contain the same NMR-sensitive isotope (
1
H) (Fig. 5.5a). In the neat 
[BMIM][HSO4] spectrum (blue curve of Fig. 5.5b) the peak around 10.4 ppm belongs to 
the anion isotope, while the others correspond to the cation. The peak assignment has 
been validated according to other NMR studies in neat ILs [102-104]. As MWCNTs are 
added to [BMIM][HSO4]  (top 3 spectra on Fig. 5.5b) there is a broadening of all the 
peaks. The broadening is due to inhomogeneous local magnetic fields caused by the 
nanoparticles [105]. A close look at the peak positions Fig. 5.5c-e) shows a slight 
deshielding (shift to higher ppm) of all the cation peaks proportional to the concentration 
of MWCNTs. The shift of peaks 5-6 are similar to the shifts of peaks 7-9 (not shown in 
the inset figure). The anion peak, however, remains almost at the same shift. 
The [BMIM][HSO4] cation-peak shifts suggest weak van der Waals interactions 
between the cations and the MWCNTs [46,52]. The possibility of cation-π interaction or 
electrostatic interactions, as suggested by some authors,[51,44] would mean a stronger 
shift of the hydrogen isotopes in the imidazolium ring, as they concentrate most of the 
positive charge. Thus, according to the spectra in Fig. 5.5c-e, the cation-π interaction or 




       
 
Fig. 5.5 a) Molecular structure of [BMIM][HSO4] and hydrogen assignments. b) 
1
H 
NMR spectroscopy of neat [BMIM][HSO4]  (dark blue), and MWCNT-[BMIM][HSO4] 
mixtures with MWCNTs at 0.13 wt% (green), 0.22 wt% (purple) and 0.32 wt% (light 
blue). Close up plots of the 
1
H spectra are shown in c, d, and e. The intensities were 

















































































Fig. 5.6 Diffusion coefficients of [BMIM][HSO4] mixed with MWCNTs from pulse 
gradient spin-echo NMR spectroscopy. DMWCNT-IL/DIL is the ratio of the diffusion 
coefficient in the MWCNT-IL mixture and in the neat IL.  Labels 1 through 9 correspond 
to the diffusion coefficients of the 
1
H isotopes of the anion and cation shown in Fig. 5.5a.  
 
The diffusion coefficients of the hydrogen isotopes are shown in Fig. 5.6. This 
plot shows that the diffusion coefficient of the anions increases as MWCNTs are added. 
The diffusion coefficients of the cations, however, decrease because the IL becomes more 
viscous with the addition of MWCNTs [106,107]. These trends provide additional 
evidence that weak van der Waals interactions occur between the cations of the IL and 
MWCNTs. A possible explanation for the increase in the diffusion coefficient of the 
anions is that, when the cations become attracted to the walls of the MWCNTs, some of 
the ion pairs are broken, which releases the anions and increases their diffusion 

























To test the effect of increased negative charge in the MWCNTs on their ability to 
break ion pairs, we performed similar NMR studies with N-MWCNTs in 
[BMIM][HSO4]. The diffusion coefficient of the anions also increases with the 
concentration of N-MWCNTs (Fig. 5.7a), but to a lesser degree than with pristine 
MWCNTs. In addition, Fig. 5.7c-e show a smaller shift of the cation peaks, compared to 
pristine MWCNTs, as N-MWCNTs are added to [BMIM][HSO4]. This result suggests 
weaker van der Waals interaction between the N-MWCNT and the IL cations compared 
to the cation interaction with pristine MWCNTs. These results suggest less breaking of 
ion pairs because of weaker attraction of the cations to the N-MWCNTs. This weaker 
attraction is likely due to the smaller van der Waals radii of nitrogen compared to carbon 
[73]. For both MWCNTs and N-MWCNTs, there is not a significant shift of the peaks 
belonging to the imidazolium ring exclusively, as would be expected in cation-π 
interactions; thus, this makes the hypothesis of van der Waals interactions between the 








       
 
Fig. 5.7 a) Diffusion coefficients of [BMIM][HSO4] mixed with N-MWCNTs from pulse 
gradient spin-echo NMR spectroscopy. DN-MWCNT-IL/DIL is the ratio of the diffusion 
coefficient in the N-MWCNT-IL mixture and in the neat IL.  Labels 1 through 9 
correspond to the diffusion coefficients of the 
1
H isotopes of the anion and cation shown 
in Fig. 5.5a. b) 
1
H NMR spectroscopy of neat [BMIM][HSO4]  (dark blue), and N-
MWCNT-[BMIM][HSO4] mixtures with N-MWCNTs at 0.15 wt% (green), 0.25 wt% 
(purple) and 0.43 wt% (light blue). Close up plots of the 
1
H spectra are shown in c, d, and 
e. The intensities were normalized with respect to the peak height at ~0.3 ppm (i.e., peak 
9). 
 
 In summary, the results show a percolation threshold below 1 wt% of CNTs 
which, due to their high dispersibility in imidazolium-based ionic liquids, is 3- to 8-fold 





























































































CNTs appears to polarize their interface with imidazolium-based ionic liquids and 
increases the diffusion coefficient of the anions up to 35%, which is likely due to weak 
van der Waals interactions between the carbon nanotube walls and the cations. These 
effects produce a 3- to 5-fold increase in electrical conductivity of the electrolyte mixture, 




CHAPTER 6. THERMO-ELECTROCHEMICAL CELLS 
USING CARBON NANOTUBES IN IONIC LIQUID 
REDOX ELECTROLYTES 
6.1 Introduction 
In CHAPTER 5, I showed that the addition of MWCNTs to IILs decreases the 
ohmic resistance of the solution. The conductivity changes are due to formation of 
percolated networks, interfacial polarization and ion-pair dissociation, as shown in Fig. 
6.1. When an electric field is applied, the MWCNTs are polarized, and the ions are 
attracted to the charged surfaces (interfacial polatization), increasing the dielectric losses 
and ohmic conductivity [101,92]. In addition, the imidazolium cations are attracted to the 
MWCNT surface by weak van der Waals forces, leading to ion-pair dissociations that 
increase the diffusion coefficients of the anions [54,52]. In this chapter, I show that these 
effects can be combined to enhance the power of TECs at low wt% of MWCNTs, by 
balancing the increase in electrical conductivity with the reduction of open circuit voltage 
due to percolated networks. 
Here I measure the electric power of TECs using 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium 
bis(trisfluoromethanesulfonyl) amide ([EMIM][NTf2]) mixed with MWCNTs at different 
wt%. As redox couple, we use a 0.025 M equimolar tris(bipyridyl) cobalt (II) 
bis(trifluoromethane sulfonyl)-amide / tris(bipyridyl) cobalt (III) bis(trifluoromethane 
sulfonyl)-amide (Co
II
 (bpy)3 (NTf2)2 / Co
III
 (bpy)3 (NTf2)3). I also test [PMIM][I], as an 










 electrolytes that contribute to enhanced power in TECs: ion pair dissociation 
and interfacial polarization at the MWCNT surface, and ionic diffusion. 
6.2 Experimental details 
6.2.1 Materials 
 [EMIM][NTf2] and MWCNTs were purchased from IOLITEC and US-nano, 
respectively and used as received. According to product specifications, the MWCNTs 





(bpy)3 (NTf2)2 and Co
III
 (bpy)3 (NTf2)3 were synthesized by Prof. Pringle at Deakin 
University (Australia), following the procedure in her previous work [26]. Fig. 6.2a and 
Fig. 6.2b show a transmission electron micrograph (TEM) and Raman spectra of the 
MWCNTs used, respectively. The intensity ratio of D-band (1340 cm
-1
) and G-band 
(1580 cm
-1
) peaks is approximately 0.4, suggesting a high quality of MWCNTs. The IILs 




Fig. 6.2 a) TEM image of individual MWCNT. b) Raman spectrum of MWCNTs used 
excited by a 785-nm laser beam. 
 
Each MWCNT-IIL mixture was prepared following the procedure described in 
Section 5.2. In the case of electrolytes with 0.025 M of Co
II
 (bpy)3 (NTf2)2 / Co
III
 (bpy)3 
(NTf2)3, we added the redox couple before mixing with MWCNTs. Coulometric Karl 
Fischer titration (Titroline KF, Schott instruments) indicates water content less than 0.08 
wt%, before and after the mixing with MWCNTs (Table 6.1).  
 
Table 6.1 Water content (wt%) in [EMIM][NTf2] at several concentrations of MWCNTs. 
MWCNT (wt %) 0 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 
Water content (wt%) 0.027 0.015 0.016 0.022 0.074 
 
6.2.2 Viscosity measurements 
The Stokes-Einstein equation relates ionic diffusion, D, and viscosity, η, as 
    
   
    
  eq. 42 

















where kb is the Planck constant and r is the radius of the redox ion. The addition of 
MWCNT might increase the viscosity of the mixture and block the diffusion of ions, 
resulting in lower TEC powers.   
Viscosity measurements were performed with an MCR300 stress-controlled 
rheometer (Anton Paar) with standard couette geometry (CC10: 10 mm inner diameter, 
10.845 mm outer diameter, and 15 mm long). The [EMIM][NTf2]-MWCNT mixtures 
were prepared as described above. Fig. 6.3 shows the viscosity, η, dependence on 
MWCNT wt% and temperature, T.  
  
Fig. 6.3 Viscosity measurements in [EMIM][NTf2]-MWCNT mixtures. a) Viscosity (η) 
at different wt% of MWCNTs. b) Temperature dependence on η of [EMIM][NTf2] at 0.6 




6.2.3 Electrochemical set-up for power testing on stirring TEC 
 
Fig. 2.8 shows a schematic representation and photograph of the stirring TEC 
experimental step-up. To recap the discussion in Chapter 2, the water jacket cell is 





























magnetic bar stirs the electrolyte at a rate controlled by the plate at the bottom. Two 
graphite electrodes (6.1 mm in diameter), separated by 25.6 mm, are immersed vertically 
in the electrolyte through a Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) cap. Thin heater films, 
connected to a copper block, supply a constant power of 40 W to one electrode. Upon 
stirring, forced convection makes diffusive boundary layers thinner, and the system 
becomes ohmic limited. Even though forced convection reduces thermal gradients 
between the electrodes, a thermal gradient at the hot electrode/electrolyte boundary still 
exists. A thermoelectric effect is maintained because redox reactions happen at the 
electrode boundary layers.  
 
6.2.4 Electrochemical set-up for power testing on coin-shape TEC 
 
Fig. 2.7 shows a schematic representation and photograph of the coin-shape TEC 
experimental step-up. The cell consists of two platinum electrodes deposited by e-beam 
evaporation (100 nm) in stainless steel substrates (20 mm in diameter). The electrodes are 
separated (2 mm) with a polypropylene gasket and crimped at 250 psi for 30 seconds. 
The coin-shape TEC is sandwiched between two metal blocks. The one at the top is 
connected to a chiller, while the one at the bottom is connected to a thin heater film. 
Additional details on the coin cell step up are given in Chapter 2.   
 
6.3 Results and Discussion 
6.3.1 Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy 
Impedance spectroscopy measurements were performed using the same 
electrochemical set-up as in Section 5.2. The ac voltage amplitude was 20 mV and the dc 
90 
 
signal was 0 mV. The spectra ranged from 1 MHz to 0.02 Hz. The spectra of 
[EMIM][NTF2]-MWCNT mixtures, with and without 0.025 M of Co
II
 (bpy)3 (NTf2)2 / 
Co
III
 (bpy)3 (NTf2)3, were taken at three different temperatures: 22, 60 and 110 °C. The 
resistance was converted to conductivity using eq. 28 and eq. 29 in Section 2.3. The 
spectra in Fig. 6.4 show an increase in conductivity as MWCNTs are added, as a result of 
the increase of interfacial polarizations. At low wt% of MWCNTs, there are also small 
changes at low frequencies of the dielectric spectra due to the formation of percolated 
networks. Above 0.3 wt% of MWCNTs, the spectra at low frequencies resemble that of a 
resistor, characteristic of a mixture above the percolation threshold. The addition of 0.025 
M of Co
II
 (bpy)3 (NTf2)2 / Co
III
 (bpy)3 (NTf2)3 shows charge transfer resistances at mid-
frequency ranges, but it shows similar changes in conductivity with the addition of 
MWCNTs. 
For the case of dielectric mixtures (MWCNT-[EMIM][NTf2]), the spectra were fit 
to the Debye model shown in Fig. 5.2a. For the case of electrolytes with redox couples, 
either cobalt or iodide ions, the spectra were fit to the model shown in Fig. 5.2c. Fig. 
6.5a, c and e show the changes on Rb and Rc as MWCNTs are added in [EMIM][NTf2]. 
The results show that Rb decreases approximately 35%, 15% and 7% at 22, 60 and 110 
°C, respectively, with the addition of 0.3wt% of MWCNTs. The results also show that Rc 
reaches values of the same order of magnitude as Rb, and a saturation of MWCNTs, at 
0.5 wt%. Fig. 6.5b, d and e shows changes on Rb when 0.025 M of Co
II
 (bpy)3 (NTf2)2 / 
Co
III
 (bpy)3 (NTf2)3 are added in [EMIM][NTf2]-MWCNT mixtures. The resistance 
decreases as the temperature rises, due to faster diffusion of cobalt ions as well as ion pair 




   
   
Fig. 6.4 Frequency dependence of ac conductivity, σac, for MWCNT powders mixed in 
[EMIM][NTf2] (a, c and e) and 0.025 M Co
II
 (bpy)3 (NTf2)2 / Co
III
 (bpy)3 (NTf2)3 - 
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Fig. 6.5 Bulk and percolated resistance, Rb and Rc, respectively, as MWCNTs are added 
in [EMIM][NTf2] at 22 °C (a), 60 °C (c) and 110 °C (e). [EMIM][NTf2]. Rb as MWCNTs 
are added in 0.025 M Co
II
 (bpy)3 (NTf2)2 / Co
III
 (bpy)3 (NTf2)3 - [EMIM][NTf2] at 22 °C 
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Table 6.2 Fitting parameters of the impedance spectra in MWCNT-[EMIM][NTf2] 
mixtures to the model in Fig. 5.2a. Cb is the bulk capacitance; Rb is the bulk resistance; 
Qdl is the double layer capacitance; αdl is the constant phase element coefficient for Qdl; 
and Rc is the contact resistance. IND: indeterminate because the model is 
overdetermined. 
 




) αdl Cb (Ω
-1
s) 
 22 C 60 C 110 C 22 C 60 C 110 C 22 C 60 C 110 C 22 C 60 C 110 C 22 C 60 C 110 C 
0 2.7E+2 1.4E+2 7.3E+1 6.0E+6 4.6E+6 2.3E+6 5.6E-7 1.8E-6 2.4E-6 9.0E-1 8.0E-1 8.0E-1 5.9E-11 4.6E-11 IND 
0.05 2.3E+2 1.4E+2 7.1E+1 1.4E+6 1.3E+6 2.1E+6 1.7E-6 2.3E-6 2.5E-6 8.0E-1 8.0E-1 8.0E-1 1.3E-10 6.0E-11 IND 
0.1 2.2E+2 1.3E+2 6.9E+1 5.5E+5 4.7E+5 2.2E+6 1.3E-6 2.1E-6 2.4E-6 8.0E-1 8.0E-1 8.0E-1 1.6E-10 1.0E-10 IND 
0.3 1.9E+2 1.2E+2 6.8E+1 5.2E+3 3.4E+3 2.4E+3 9.0E-7 1.5E-6 1.8E-6 9.0E-1 8.0E-1 8.0E-1 2.6E-10 1.9E-10 IND 
0.5 1.3E+2 7.5E+1 4.6E+1 9.6E+2 5.1E+2 4.1E+2 1.2E-6 1.1E-5 7.6E-5 8.0E-1 6.0E-1 5.0E-1 2.8E-10 IND IND 




Table 6.3 Fitting parameters of the impedance spectra in MWCNT-[EMIM][NTf2] 
mixtures at 0.025 M of Co
II
 (bpy)3 (NTf2)2 / Co
III
 (bpy)3 (NTf2)3 to the model in Fig. 5.2c.  
Cb and Rc were not found because the model was overdetermined. Rb is the bulk 
resistance; Qdl is the double layer capacitance; αdl is the constant phase element 
coefficient for Qdl; Rc is the contact resistance; Rct is the charge transfer resistance; and 
W is the Warburg impedance. IND: indeterminate because the model is overdetermined. 
 




) αdl W (Ωs
-0.5
) Rct (Ω) 
 22 C 60 C 110 C 22 C 60 C 110 C 22 C 60 C 110 C 22 C 60 C 110 C 22 C 60 C 110 C 
0 3.2E+2 1.6E+2 1.0E+2 6.4E-7 2.1E-6 2.0E-6 9.0E-1 8.1E-1 8.0E-1 1.2E+3 8.1E+2 6.1E+2 4.2E+3 8.5E+2 2.4E+2 
0.05 2.6E+2 1.6E+2 9.3E+1 7.1E-7 2.2E-6 2.3E-6 8.6E-1 8.0E-1 8.0E-1 1.1E+3 7.9E+2 6.1E+2 4.1E+3 8.4E+2 2.0E+2 
0.1 2.3E+2 1.5E+2 8.2E+1 9.7E-7 3.3E-6 3.1E-6 8.3E-1 8.0E-1 8.3E-1 1.1E+3 8.6E+2 5.6E+2 4.0E+3 7.6E+2 1.9E+2 
0.3 2.1E+2 1.3E+2 7.9E+1 8.7E-7 2.2E-6 1.3E-6 8.5E-1 8.0E-1 8.6E-1 1.5E+3 1.1E+3 6.2E+2 3.2E+3 1.0E+3 1.9E+2 
0.5 1.7E+2 1.0E+2 4.4E+1 1.1E-6 3.3E-6 1.7E-6 8.3E-1 7.5E-1 8.5E-1 IND 6.5E+2 7.8E+2 1.5E+3 6.1E+2 2.0E+2 
0.7 1.5E+2 9.1E+1 3.2E+1 1.8E-6 2.6E-6 1.3E-5 7.7E-1 8.0E-1 6.4E-1 IND 6.2E+2 6.3E+2 7.9E+2 1.1E+2 8.7E+1 
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6.3.2 Power testing on stirring TEC 
In order to reduce diffusive boundary layers and test the performance on an ohmic 
limited scenario, I used a stirring TEC and measured the power of [EMIM][NTf2]-
MWCNT mixtures at 0.025 M of Co
II
 (bpy)3 (NTf2)2 / Co
III
 (bpy)3 (NTf2)3. 
Fig. 6.8 shows a reduction of the open circuit voltage, Voc, as MWCNTs are 
added, as a result of electronic leakage by the percolated networks. As the stirring rate 
increases, forced convection cools down the surface temperature of the hot electrode, and 
the open circuit voltage decreases. Forced convection seems to partially break the 
conductive networks and weaken the electronic leakage when compared to Voc changes at 
0 rpm. Fig. 6.7 shows an increase in the cell conductance (short circuit current, Jsc, over 
Voc) as MWCNTs are added, due to the above mentioned effects: interfacial polarization, 
percolated networks and ion-pair dissociation. Jsc/Voc seems to follow a power-law trend 
characteristic of mixtures with conductive particles below and near the percolation 
threshold [108,92]. When the electrolyte is stirred, reduced diffusive mass transfer 
resistances increase the cell conductance approximately 4-fold.  The total maximum 
power, Pmax, estimated as         , increases as MWCNTs are added, and it is more 
significant at 400 rpm (Fig. 6.8). Although the cell conductance is lower at this rate, the 
higher temperature at the electrode (thus higher Voc) yields a higher power than is 
obtained at higher stirring rates. The optimum amount of MWCNTs is reached between 
0.3 and 0.5 wt%, when percolation becomes dominant. Without forced convection, the 
addition of MWCNTs decreases Pmax as a result of more percolated networks; but also 





Fig. 6.6 Open circuit voltage, Voc, in stirring TEC using 0.025 M of Co
II
 (bpy)3 (NTf2)2 / 
Co
III
 (bpy)3 (NTf2)3 in [EMIM][NTf2] and different wt% of MWCNTs at 0 (blue squares), 
400 (red circles), 500 (gray triangles) and 600 (green squares) rpm. The heat power (1.6 
W cm
-2
) and chiller temperature (22 °C) were kept constant in all measurements.  
 
 
Fig. 6.7 Cell conductance, Jsc/Voc, in stirring TEC using 0.025 M of Co
II
 (bpy)3 (NTf2)2 / 
Co
III
 (bpy)3 (NTf2)3 in [EMIM][NTf2] and different wt% of MWCNTs at 0 (blue squares), 
400 (red circles), 500 (gray triangles) and 600 (green squares) rpm. The heat power (1.6 
W cm
-2



















































 (bpy)3 (NTf2)3 in [EMIM][NTf2] and different wt% of MWCNTs at 0 (blue 
squares), 400 (red circles), 500 (gray triangles) and 600 (green squares) rpm. The heat 
power (1.6 W cm
-2
) and chiller temperature (22 °C) were kept constant in all 
measurements.  
 
6.3.3 Power testing on stagnant coin-shape TEC 
I tested the performance of coin-shaped TEC with 0.025 M of Co
II
 (bpy)3 (NTf2)2 
/ Co
III
 (bpy)3 (NTf2)3 in [EMIM][NTf2] at different wt% of MWCNTs. Fig. 6.9 shows a 
significant reduction in the thermal-to-voltage conversion, Voc/ΔT, as we add MWCNTs. 
These changes due to percolated networks correlate with the impedance spectra results at 
low frequencies in Fig. 6.4. At higher temperatures, thermal energy partially breaks the 
conductive percolated networks [100], and the reduction of electronic leakage seems to 
vanish at higher temperature differences, as also suggested in Fig. 6.4.  For example, at 
























coin-shaped TECs (2 mm electrode-electrode distance), diffusion plays a significant role 
in power [53]. The addition of MWCNTs increases the electrolyte viscosity, thus limiting 
ionic diffusion and power. Fig. 6.3a shows a 20% increase on the viscosity, η, of 
[EMIM][NTf2], when 0.2 wt% of MWCNTs are added. This change results in lower cell 
conductances (Jsc/Voc), shadowing the positive effects of interfacial polarization on ohmic 
conductivity, at 0.06 and 0.1wt% (Fig. 6.10). At 0.3 wt%, percolation is dominant, 
resulting in higher cell conductance than at 0 wt%. As the average cell temperature 
increases, the viscosity of [EMIM][NTf2]-MWCNT mixtures decrease (Fig. 6.10) and the 
cell conductance increases. Both, percolation and slower diffusion reduces the total TEC 
power as MWCNTs are added (Fig. 6.11).    
 
Fig. 6.9  Open circuit voltage, Voc, in coin TEC using 0.025 M of Co
II
 (bpy)3 (NTf2)2 / 
Co
III
 (bpy)3 (NTf2)3 in [EMIM][NTf2] and 0 (blue squares), 0.06 (green triangles), 0.1 
(red circles) and 0.3 (purple diamonds) wt% of MWCNTs. ΔT is the temperature 
difference between the electrodes. The temperature at the cold electrode was set at 296 K 





























Fig. 6.10  Cell conductance, Jsc/Voc, in coin TEC using 0.025 M of Co
II
 (bpy)3 (NTf2)2 / 
Co
III
 (bpy)3 (NTf2)3 in [EMIM][NTf2] and 0 (blue squares), 0.06 (green triangles), 0.1 
(red circles) and 0.3 (purple diamonds) wt% of MWCNTs. ΔT is the temperature 
difference between the electrodes. The temperature at the cold electrode was set at 296 K 





































 (bpy)3 (NTf2)3 in [EMIM][NTf2] and 0 (blue squares), 0.06 (green 
triangles), 0.1 (red circles) and 0.3 (purple diamonds) wt% of MWCNTs. PMWCNT-IL/PIL is 
the ratio of maximum power using MWCNTs and without them. ΔT is the temperature 
difference between the electrodes. The temperature at the cold electrode was set at 296 K 
in all measurements. 
 
 In CHAPTER 5, I showed that the addition of MWCNTs to IILs dissociates the 
ion pairs and releases and increases the average diffusion coefficient of the anions. To 
test the effect of ion pair dissociation on TEC power, I chose a solvent-free redox 
electrolyte [PMIM][I]. The coin-shape cells were tested under two different temperature 
differences, 25 and 48 K. Fig. 6.12 shows a thermal-to-voltage conversion, Voc/ΔT of 
0.12 mV/K without MWCNTs, lower than in the 1.6 mV/K in cobalt electrolytes (Fig. 
6.9). The thermoelectric effect at 0.1 wt% remains similar to 0 wt%, decreasing 
significantly at 0.2 wt% of MWCNTs due to percolated networks. The cell conductance, 

























changes are due to ion-pair dissociation and interfacial polarization, since percolation 
starts to be dominant at 0.2 wt%. These effects result in up to a 30% increase in power 





 ions increases the average diffusion coefficient of [I]
-
 ions, significantly 
improving the cell power density.   
 
Fig. 6.12 Open circuit voltage, Voc, in coin TEC using [PMIM][I]-MWCNT mixtures at 
ΔT = 25 K (green circles) and  ΔT = 48 K (red squares). The temperature at the cold 





















ΔT = 25 K





Fig. 6.13 Cell conductance, Jsc/Voc, in coin TEC using [PMIM][I]-MWCNT mixtures at 
ΔT = 25 K (green circles) and  ΔT = 48 K (red squares). The temperature at the cold 
electrode was set at 288 K in all the measurements. 
 
Fig. 6.14 Relative power, PMWCNT-IL/PIL, in coin TEC using [PMIM][I]-MWCNT 
mixtures at ΔT = 25 K (green circles) and  ΔT = 48 K (red squares). PMWCNT-IL/PIL is the 
ratio of maximum power using MWCNTs and without them. The temperature at the cold 
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Table 6.4 shows the thermal to voltage conversion, Voc/ΔT, and relative short 
circuit current, Jsc/ ΔT, of two coin-like cells tested immediately after crimping of the cell 
(day 1) and after 30 days of resting at open circuit (day 30). The samples were left at 
ambient conditions after initial testing (day 1) for 30 days. The same samples were then 
rested at the same temperature differences. The results suggest a good stability of the 
mixture and platinum electrodes. The results fall within the 3% uncertainty on the open 
circuit voltage and 8% uncertainty on the short circuit current.    
 
Table 6.4 Stability test of CoII/III-[EMIM][NTf2]-MWCNT and [PMIM][I]-MWCNT 




(day 1/ day 30) [PMIM][I] (day 1/day 30) 
MWCNT (wt %) 0 0.06 0 0.05 
Voc/ΔT (mV/K) 1.61/1.59 1.40/1.42 0.120/0.122 0.125/0.123 
Jsc/ ΔT (mA/m
2
K) 9.9/9.8 6.8/7.0 0.50/0.46 0.60/0.52 
 
 In summary, the results show that the addition of MWCNTs to redox ILs 
enhances the electrical conductivity, and, at low concentration of MWCNTs (less than 
0.5 wt%), increases the electric power generation of thermocells by as much as 1.3 times 
the original power. This increase in power results from reduced mass transfer resistances 
through interfacial polarization and ion pair dissociation, and by optimizing the 








Thermo-electrochemical cells (TECs) are devices that convert waste heat to 
electricity inexpensively. Current TECs, however, operate at low conversion efficiencies.  
CHAPTER 3 reveals key features that must be considered in the design of TECs, 
and highlights points of performance optimization and limitation.  The diffusive 
boundary layer at the electrodes was shown to limit the current densities of TECs. 
Natural convection in conventional TECs was shown to compress the boundary layers 
and increase mass and heat transfer depending on their ion diffusivity and thermal 
diffusivity coefficients, respectively. In conventional TECs with 1 mm thickness and a 
temperature difference of 60 °C, natural convection increases mass transfer of the 
electrolyte by a factor of 8; however, heat flux across the electrodes increases by only a 
factor of 1.5 due to natural convection.  The net effect of natural convection is thus an 
enhancement of the energy conversion efficiency of TECs, compared to TECs with 
stagnant electrolyte. Although larger cell dimensions could strengthen natural convection, 
the high ionic resistivity would then limit the output power and efficiency. Numerical 
results show that series stacking of TECs increases the overall conversion efficiency by 
optimizing the impact of natural convection on mass and heat transfer in the individual 
cells.  In a flow cell TEC design, forced convection lowers the concentration 
overpotentials; however the power is limited by the low ionic conductivity of the 
electrolyte. The ohmic potential drop consumes about 70% of the open circuit voltage 
generated in a flow cell TEC.  
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The results in CHAPTER 4 suggest that the process of doping CNT electrodes 
can change the electroactive surface area by as much as 3- to 4-fold. In addition, 
electrostatic interactions between counterions and the electrodes should be considered in 
the search for electrodes with improved electron transfer kinetics. Doped CNT electrodes 
did not exhibit an apparent change in the kinetic transfer coefficient with the 
ferri/ferrocyanide redox couple, which indicates that the reaction is adiabatic.  
In CHAPTER 5, EIS showed lower percolation thresholds of MWCNTs in 
[BMIM][PF6], [BMIM][HSO4] and [PMIM][I], than in organic solvents (DMF and 
DMSO), which provides clear evidence for their high dispersibility in imidazolium-based 
ILs. This high dispersibility is probably due to weak van der Waals interactions between 
the MWCNT walls and imidazolium cations, as indicated by NMR data. In addition, 
diffusion NMR showed an increase in the diffusion coefficient of the anions only as 
MWCNTs are added to the ILs. EIS also showed a 3 to 5-fold decrease of the bulk 
resistance of the IL-MWCNT mixtures, before reaching the percolated state. The 
optimum amount of MWCNTs to be added will depend on maximizing the effect of 
interfacial polarization and reducing the bulk ohmic resistance, while minimizing the 
formation of percolated networks.  
CHAPTER 6 shows that the addition of MWCNTs improves the power of IL-
based TECs, in spite of electronic leakage that reduces the open circuit voltage. The 
optimum amount of MWCNTs to be added depends on maximizing the effect of 
interfacial polarization and reducing the bulk ohmic resistance, while minimizing the 
formation of percolated networks. In [PMIM][I], the MWCNTs dissociates the ion pairs, 
increasing the mobility of redox [I] ions. This results in a 30% power increase in stagnant 
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TECs with the addition of 0.1 wt% of MWCNTs. However, in [EMIM][NTf2] with cobalt 
redox couples, the addition of MWCNT limits the diffusion of cobalt ions, resulting in 
lower power for stagnant TECs. In stirring TECs, forced convection reduces the diffusive 
boundary layers, and the system becomes ohmic limited. The addition of MWCNTs to 
[EMIM][NTf2]-cobalt electrolytes increases their ohmic conductivity due to interfacial 
polarization. This positive effect overcomes the open circuit reduction, and results in a 
25% power increase with the addition of 0.4 wt% of MWCNTs at 400 rpm. The 
importance of these results is not limited to TECs, but can be extended to other IL-based 
electrochemical devices, such as redox flow batteries, dye solar cells or fuel cells.   
The novel contributions of this work to the current research on TECs are: 
 The estimation of the effect of natural and forced convection, as well as cell 
geometry, on the conversion efficiency of TECs. 
 The enhancement of conversion efficiency (predicted) of TECs, when stacked in 
series. 
 The enhancement of the internal surface area of MWCNT electrodes by PECVD 
doping. 
 The electrokinetic changes on doped MWCNT electrodes. 
 The ohmic resistance reduction of ILs with the addition of MWCNTs, as a result of 
interfacial polarizations.  
 The enhancement of ionic diffusion coefficients of IILs with the addition of 
MWCNTs, as a result of ion pair dissociation.   
 The effect of percolated MWCNT networks and electronic leakage on the open circuit 
voltage of TECs.  
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 The power enhancement of IL-based TECs with the addition of MWCNTs, as a result 
of interfacial polarizations and ion pair dissociation.  
 
7.2 Recommendations 
7.2.1 Maximizing interfacial polarization 
 The TEC power using CNT-IL mixtures could be further increased by 
maximizing interfacial polarizations. NMR results suggest that imidazolium cations are 
attracted to nanotube walls by weak van der Waals interactions. As the cations are 
trapped at the walls, the dipoles at the interface require more energy in order to align in 
the direction of the electric field, thus increasing dielectric losses and decreasing the 
solution ohmic resistance.  
 CNTs with more imperfections at the surface could trap more cations at the walls 
and increase dielectric losses. Plasma or chemical treatments are two conventional 
methods to create surface imperfections. Alternatively, instead of particles with high 
aspect ratio such as CNTs, spherical conductive particles would allow higher wt% of 
particles, thus increasing the effect of interfacial polarizations.   
7.2.2 Novel ILs and redox couples 
 Following the work of Abraham et al. [26], further improvement of TECs requires 
the synthesis of novel redox couples or ionic liquids. Some guidelines or constraints to 
follow are: 
 Redox couples with fast kinetics and high solubility. Generally, redox couples based 
on metal complexes have fast electrode-kinetics due to their high electron density 
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near their Fermi level. In addition, their ligands and counterions could also play an 
important role, not only in the kinetics, but also in the redox couple solubility in ILs. 
A highly soluble redox couple allows high concentrations at the electrode surface, 
thus high electric currents following eq. 9 and 10. In an ideal case, the synthesis of an 
IL having a redox metal in the anion will allow the maximum solubility and kinetics 
possible. The maximum TEC power is reached using an equimolar concentration of 
reduced and oxidized redox couples [9]. Thus, the synthesis procedure has to be 
applicable to both reagent types.      
 Redox couples with high reaction entropies. There is not yet a full understanding of 
the physical chemistry behind redox reaction entropies. Hupp et al. proposed 
correlations of reaction entropies with the molecular radius, valence and solvent [4]. 
However, the discovery of novel redox couples/ionic liquids mixtures requires an 
intensive computational screening at the molecular level. The inclusion of solvent or 
nanoparticles molecules in ab-initio simulations can be time expensive, but the 
simulations can be combined with molecular dynamics to speed up the screening. 
 Ionic liquids mixed with carbon nanotubes. Longer cations could increase their total 
van der Waals attraction to the nanotube walls, thus trapping more dipoles at the 
interface. In addition, longer cations will have weaker ionic interactions with the 
anions, reducing the IL viscosity and increasing the diffusion coefficient of the redox 
couple. Although all the ionic liquids tested in this thesis have a imidazolium ring in 
the cation, other IL with similar rings such as pyrazolium or pyridinium could lead to 
strong interactions with CNT walls. Alternatively, quinolium cations which have 2 
rings could optimize the interfacial polarizations. Effective medium theory 
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approaches could be used to estimate the diffusion, thermal conductivity and 
electrical conductivity changes in IL-MWCNT mixtures or other mixtures with 
conductive particles [109-111]. These models can be used as a first approximation of 
electrical and thermal conductivity at low concentration of conductive particles. 
However, these models does not consider the electrical double layer interactions or 
the effect of ionic concentration in the mixture, or fail to predict the changes near the 
percolation threshold. 
7.2.3 Optimizing the electrode surface area 
Fig. 4.3 showed the similar electrokinetics of platinum and MWCNT electrodes. 
However, the expected higher internal surface area of MWCNT electrodes did not 
increase the peak currents in cyclic voltammetry with potassium ferri/ferrocyanide 
electrolytes. Plasma treatment of MWCNT electrodes seems to break the carbon-carbon 
bonds, enlarge the pore size and allow diffusion of ferri and ferrocyanide ions in the 
electrode. As a result, cyclic voltammetry of nitrogen and boron-doped MWCNTs 
showed higher current peaks than pristine MWCNTs. This plasma, or chemical treatment, 
could be optimized to further enhance the internal surface area. Alternative electrodes, 
less expensive and with similar electrokinetics, could be explored as well. This electrode 
search is particular to the electrolyte used. As shown in section 4.4, electrostatic 
interactions at the electrode/electrolyte interface plays a significant role in the 
electrokinetics and TEC power. The pore diameter and porosity of the electrode could be 
optimized by extending the model developed in CHAPTER 3. The model can then be 
used to find the optimum porosity that would maximize the TEC power but, that will also 
maintain the high thermal conductivity of the electrode and avoid thermal drops at the 
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interface. The model could also be extended to a three dimensional model and, non-
dimensional parameters could be used to identify the optimum conversion efficiency at 
different cell geometries. 
7.2.4 Thermal conductivity vs ionic diffusion 
In redox electrolytes, heat transfer rate is mainly dependent on the thermal 
conductivity of solvent molecules. Ionic diffusion also has a contribution in the heat 
transfer rate due to the Dufour effect, but it is typically small (equation 2). The thermal 
conductivity of the electrolyte then depends on the heat transported through molecular 
collisions of solvent molecules. On the other hand, ionic diffusion is inverse proportional 
to the viscosity of the solvent and ionic radius (equation 42). In order to maximize the 
conversion efficiency of TECs, it is important to find a solvent with low thermal 






A. Thermo-electrochemical cell Comsol model 
A snapshot of the Comsol model used for the simulations in CHAPTER 3 is 
shown below. Fig. A.1 shows all the physics implemented in the model, which are, fluid 
dynamics, mass transfer, electrokinetics and heat transfer. Fig. A.2 shows a snapshot of 
the grid layout for a 1mm square TEC model.   
 
 






Fig. A.2 Snapshot of the grid used for a 1 mm square TEC model. The units are in meter. 
 
B. Thermal conductivity of MWCNT-IL mixtures 
Fig. B.1 shows the thermal conductivity changes, k, of IILs with the addition of 
MWCNTs. The results show a 5 to 10% increase of thermal conductivity with the 
addition of 0.5 wt% of MWCNTs. Compared to the changes on electrical conductivity, 
section 5.3 showed that the addition of approximately 0.5 wt% to these ILs reduces their 
ohmic resistance 5 to 10-fold. The results then suggest that the addition of MWCNT to IL 






Fig. B.1 Thermal conductivity, k, of [PMIM], [BMIM][PF6] and [BMIM][HSO4] at 0 
(green bars), 0.5 (pink bars) and 1 wt% (blue bars) of MWCNTs. 
 
C. Ab-initio modeling of redox couples 
Ab-initio simulations can be used to prescreen potential novel redox couples for 
TECs. Fig. C.1 shows the electronic distribution and molecular orbitals of potassium 
ferri/ferrocyanide in water. The LUMO (lowest unoccupied molecular orbital) of 
potassium ferricyanide is at approximately at -3 eV, clearly separated from the next 
unoccupied molecular orbitals. This suggests a high tendency, and probably fast kinetics, 
to be reduced. Similarly, the HOMO (highest unoccupied molecular orbital) of potassium 
ferrocyanide is clearly separated from the next occupied molecular orbital, suggesting a 




Fig. C.1 Density of States (DOS) Electronic distribution of potassium ferri/ferrocyanide 
in water. Blue for the reduced reagent and red for the oxidized reagent. Molecular orbitals 
of the energy states near the Fermi level. Light colors for unoccupied states and dark 
colors for occupied states. 
D. Platinum dispersed particles on carbon nanotubes 
Novel redox couples require fast kinetics, high solubility, high reaction entropies 
and chemical stability. These conditions may not always be accomplished. Some redox 
couples will require platinum electrodes to maintain a fast kinetics. In this scenario, the 
dispersion of platinum particles on CNT electrodes will reduce materials costs while 
maintaining a fast kinetics and providing a high internal surface area.  
 Dai et al. proposed a substrate-enhanced electroless procedure for the deposition 
of platinum particles on SWCNTs [112]. For depositing platinum on MWCNTs, I 
followed a similar procedure. First, I ultrasonicated for 30 minutes a mixture of 20 mg of 
MWCNT powder and 20 mL of DI water. Then I added 8 to 10 Zn pellets of 3 mm in 
diameter along with a magnetic stirrer. While stirring for 30 seconds, I added 3 mL of 
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0.02 M Na2PtCl4, and then stopped the stirring for 30 seconds. This on/off stirring cycle 
was repeated 8 times in order reach a uniform distribution of platinum particles. The 
MWCNTs were then filtrated and dried at 100 °C for 2 hours. SEM and XPS analysis 
(Fig. D.1 and Fig. D.2, respectively) show a 1.5 wt% deposition of 20 to 30 nm-radius 
platinum particles at the nanotube walls.  
 The next step in the electrode preparation will be the binding of the modified 
MWCNTs using a conventional powder adhesive, such as polyvinylidine fluoride 
(PVDF). The kinetics and internal surface area with a particular redox couple can be 
analyzed using cyclic voltammetry.   
      
Fig. D.1 SEM screenshots of MWCNTs (10-20 um long and 50 nm in diameter) before 
(a) and after (b) platinum deposition. Picture b shows a deposition of platinum particles 






Fig. D.2 XPS analysis of MWCNT powders after platinum deposition. The spectra show 
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